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THE PRIORITY PARADIGM:  PRIVATE C HOICES AND THE 
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l. INTRODUCTION: RACIAL CONFLICT IN THE TWENTY-FIRST 
CENTURY 
Three decades ago constitutional scholar Herbert Wechsler identi­
fied the crux of Brown v.  Board of Education1 as a clash between black 
schoolchildren's freedom to attend white schools and white people's 
* Professor, Rutgers University School of Law-Newark. I am gra teful to Donna Jackson for 
her  research assistance. 
L 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 
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freedom to refrain from associat ions they found unpleasant or  repug­
nant .  "Is  this not the heart of the issue involved ," Wechsler declared, 
"a conflict in  human claims of high dimension, not unl ike many others 
that involve the h ighest freedoms . . . . "2 This mighty contest animat­
ing American const i tut ional history pits black people's struggle for 
equal ity against white i ndividuals' liberty from state intrusion. ·wechs­
ler's resolution of this confli ct in favor of  white people's preferences 
reflects its persistent outcome: individual l iberty takes precedence over 
equality . 3  
This contest of human freedoms has recently intens ified. On one 
day alone last summer, the Uni ted S tates Supreme Court d ecided two 
such d isputes, resolving both in favor of white Americans '  l iberty.  I n  
Missouri v. Jenkins,4 t he  Court i nvalidated court orders i n  an  eighteen­
year-old school desegregation case that attempted to e l iminat e  the  ves­
t iges of s tate- imposed segregation by i mproving the qual i ty of a 
predominantly black magnet district and by reversing "whi te  fl ight" to 
the suburbs. The distr ict court devised a remedy involv ing capital im­
provements to the black schools' physical facilit ies which had "literally 
rotted," funding of qual i ty  education programs ,  and i ncreases i n  teach­
ers' salaries .(; The judge hoped that better magnet schools would not 
only redress the inferior education b lack s tudents received, bu t  also at­
tract nonminority s tudents from surrounding districts .  A m ajori ty of  
the Justices found,  however, that these improvements were  insuffi­
cien tly linked to past segregat ion and were therefore beyond the  d istr ict 
court 's remedial authority .6  Thus,  the Court  protected the l iberty of 
white residents to flee the desegregated distr ict ,  thereby avoid ing the 
burden of paying to repair the black schools forsaken for m ore than a 
century.7 
2 .  Herbert Wechsler, Toward Neurral Principles o f  Conslilulional Law, 73 HARY. L R Ev. 
1, 34 (1959). 
3. Although the Supreme Court in Brown decided the conAict in favor of black schoolchil­
dren, its subsequent "all deliber:1te speed" st:1ndard for state desegregation efforts invited lower 
courts to give precedence to the interests of whites in the maintenance of the status quo. Linda S. 
Greene, Race inrhe 2ls1 Cenlllry: Equaliry Throllgh Law?, 64 TuL L REv .  1515, 1537 (1990) 
(citing Brown v. Board of Educ., 349 U.S. 294, 301 (1955)). 
4. 115 S. Ct. 2038 (1995) 
5. Jd. at 2043-44. 
6. Jd. at 2055. 
7. In his dissenting opinion, Justice Souter surmised that "white Aight" from the Kansas 
City school district might have resulted from predictions of the cost that improving the black 
schools would entail: "Property tax-paying parents of white children, seeing the handwriting on 
the wall in 1985, could well h:wc decided that the inevitable cost of clean-up would produce an 
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At stake in A darand Constructors, Inc. v .  Pena8 was the liberty of  
whi te businesses to  compete for federal agency contracts wi thout being 
disadvantaged by government affirmative action policies .  A highway 
construction company claimed that the clause in federal contracts that 
gives a prime contractor a financial incentive to hire minority subcon­
tractors violated its right to equal protection.9 The Court reinstated the 
company's claim, holding t hat strict scrutiny is the proper s tandard for 
evaluating all government racial classifications, whether i mposed by a 
federal, state, or local actor . 1 0  The Court thus extended to federal race­
based programs its prior admonition that " 'the level of scrut iny does 
not change merely because the challenged classification operates 
against a group that h istorically has not been subject to government 
d iscrimination.' " 1 1  
These decisions seem routine in light of  the constant bombardment 
of "reforms" aimed d irectly at black people's little stake in 
America- proposals for heartless restrictions on welfare elig ibility 
designed to decimate the most needed public spending;12 the disman­
tling of affirmative action programs in government j obs, contracts, and 
universities;13 the i mposition of tough criminal sentences , i ncluding the 
death penalty, for crimes that d isproportionately i mprison blacks;14 and 
the expulsion of dark-skinned immigrants from the community of citi­
zens . 1� Black Americans can only approach the twenty-first century 
feeling a profound sense of despair ,  apprehension, or rage .  
What perverse paradigm of equality would justify Supreme Court 
decisions that drive back positive government efforts to achieve racial 
justice at a time w hen radical transformation is needed? 
i ntolerable tax rate and could have moved to escape i t ." !d. at 2086 (Souter, J. ,  dissenting). 
8 .  1 1 5 S. Ct. 2097 (1995 )  (overrul ing Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547  
(1990)) .  
9 .  !d .  a t  2 1 0 1 .  
1 0. /d. at 2 1 1 7 . 
1 1 . !d. at 2 1 09 (quoting Wygant v. J::�ckson Bd.  of Educ., 476 U .S.  267 ,  2 7 3  ( 1 9 8 6 ) ) .  
1 2 .  See Larry C.  B acker, Welfare Reform ar !he Limit: The Futility of "'Ending Welfare as 
We Know It," 30 HARV .  C.R.-C.L. REV .  3 3 9  ( 1 99.5 ) .  
13 .  See B ruce D .  B u tterfield, Shunning Old Paths to Equality at  Work: Affirmative Action 
Under Fire, BosTON GLOBE, Oct. 20, !99 1 ,  Businc:ss Section at I; A my Wallace & Dave Lesher, 
UC Regents, in Historic Vote, Wipe Out A fjirntaiive Action, LA. TIMES, July 2 1 ,  1 99 5 ,  at AI. 
1 4 . See LOIS G. fORER, A RAGE TO PUNISH THE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF 
MA�OATORY SENTENCING (1994) ;  Larry Rohter, In Wave of Anticrime Fervor, States Rush to 
A dopt Laws, NY. TIMES, May 10, 1994, a t  AI . 
1 5 . See Robert J. Shulman,  Comment, Children of a Lesser God: Shouid the Fourteenth 
Amendment Be Altered or Repealed to Deny Auromaric Citizensh ip Rights and Privileges to 
American Born Children of illegal Aliens?, 22 PEPP. L REv.  669 ( !995) . 
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Progressive const i tutional scholars have described profound defects 
in the Court 's  racial equality  jur isprudence . 16 A principal cr i t ique chal­
lenges the Court 's  assumption that racial equal ity requ ires "color bl ind­
ness , "  or  the nonrecogni t ion of race. 1; This approach identifi es the pri­
mary threat to equal i ty as the government's "failure to  treat  black 
people as individuals without regard to race."18 By requiring that gov­
ernment officia ls  treat everyone the same, the Court's race-neutral 
stance makes classifications that burden whites seem equ ivalent to clas­
sifications that oppress blacks . 1 9  
This  color-bl ind approach to equality d i s regards preexist ing dis­
criminatory structures that d isproportionately harm blacks even in the 
absence of official discr iminatory motive and that may require race­
conscious remedies .  Color blindness permits rac ial subordinati on to 
continue by leaving intact inst i tut ions created by centur ies of official 
and private oppression .  Viewing all government recognit ion of race as 
equal ly pernicious manifests an incred ible blindness to current arrange­
ments of power .  As Justice Stevens noted in his d i ssenting opinion in  
Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena: 
There is  no moral or  constitutional equivalence between a policy that is  designed 
to perpetuate a caste system and one that seeks to eradicate racial subordination. 
Invidious discrimination is an engine of oppression, subjugating a disfavored 
group to enhance or maintain the power of the majority. Remedial race-based 
preferences reflect the opposite impulse: a desire to foster equality in society. No 
sensible conception of the Government's constitutional obligation to "govern im­
partially" should ignore this distinction.20 
Some const i tut ional scholars have dis t inguished the Court ' s  antidis­
crimination approach to equality  from an antisubordinat ion approach 
1 6 . See, e.g . . DERRICK BELL, AND WE ARE NOT SAVED THE ELL.iSIVE QUEST FOR RACIAL 
JUSTICE ( 1 987) . 
1 7 . See. e.g. , BELL, supra note 1 6; Ne i l  Gotanda, A Cririque of "Our Consri rurion is Color­
Blind," 44 STAN. L REv I ( 1 99 1  ); see also Gary Peller, Race Consciousness, 1 990 DuKE LJ. 
758, 845 (observing that America's integrationist ideology "has sign iiied the broad cultural  a t­
tempt not to th ink  in terms of race at a l l" ) .  
1 8. Pau l  R .  D imond, The Anri-Casre Principle- Toward u Conslilrllional Srandard for Re­
view of Race Cases, 30 WAYNE L REV. 1 , 1  ( 1 983 ) .  
1 9. See. e.g. , Richmond v. J .A. Croson C o . ,  488 U.S. 469, 494 ( 1 989) ("[T] he standard o f  
review under t h e  Equal Protection Clause i s  not dependent o n  t h e  race of  those burdened or 
benefited by a part icular  classification."). 
20.  Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena,  1 1 5 S. Ct. 2097. 2120 ( 1995) (Stevens, J., d issent­
ing) (c i tat ion omitted) . 
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tha t considers the concrete effects of government pol i cy on the substan­
tive condit ion of d isempowered groups . 2 1  
More genera l ly, crit ical th inkers have demonstrated that  the l ib­
eral rel i ance on seemingly neutral principles to judge equal i ty  claims 
actually legitimates the interests and experiences of white people . 2 2  The 
very language of neutrality used by judges is a l ready weigh ted in favor 
of the status quo: "Long ago, empowered actors and speakers enshr i ned 
their meanings, preferences, and views of the world into the common 
cu lture and language. Now, deliberation w i th in  that language, purport­
ing a lways to be neutral and fai r, i nexorably produces the results that 
ref1ect their in terests . "23 Government neutra l i ty ,  exempl ified by the 
doctrine of color bl indness, conceal s  the racist origins of social  practices 
that do not overtly d iscr iminate on the bas is  of race. 
This art icle focuses on another paradigm that reinforces the de­
fects ment ioned above. Herbert Wechsler' s  resolu tion of conflicting 
human cla ims reflects a central tenet of prevai l i ng equa l i ty  juri spru­
dence: human freedom requ i res that protection of private i n terests from 
government in trusion must supersede government promotion of equal­
i ty .  This prior i t izing of i ndiv idua l  l i berty over equa li ty (what I wi l l  cal l  
the "priority paradigm") serves to mainta in whi te supremacy because 
it means that white people's private choices outweigh concern for b lack 
people's equa l  status .24 
21. See, e.g. , Ruth Coiker, Atlli-Suborditzalion A bove All: Sex, Race. and Equal Prolec­
lion, 6 1  N.Y.U. L. R Ev. 1 003, 1 005-13 ( 1 986 ) ;  Mari J .  Matsuda, Voices of America: Accent. 
Ami-Discriminalion Law, and a Jurisprudence for 1he Las! Recons1ruc1ion, 1 00 YALE L.J. 1 329,  
1 392- 1 4 0 1  ( 1 99 1 ) . 
22. See, e.g. , PATRICIA J. WILL!Ae!S, The Obliging Shell (an Informal Essay on Formal 
Equal Opponuni1y), in THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS 98 ( 1 99 1 ) ;  Kimberle W. C renshaw, 
Race. Reform, and Relrenchmenl: Tran;formalion and Legitimalion in Amidiscrimination Law, 
1 0 1  HARV. L. REv 133 1 ( 1 988) ;  R ichard Delgado, Rodrigo's Founh Chronicle: Neu tralily and 
Swsis in Anlidiscriminalion Law, 45 STA!'. L. REv . 1 1 33, 1 1 39-47 ( 1 993); Ba rbara J. Flagg, 
Enduring Principle: On Race, Process, and Consli!Urional Law, 82 CAL. L. REv. 9 3 5  ( 1 994) . 
23 . Richard Delgado & J ean Stefancic, Hmeful Speech, Loving Comnwnities: Why Our 
No1ion of "A Jus! Balance" Changes So Slowly, 82 CAL. L. REv. 851, 86 1 (19 94); cf IRIS M .  
YOUNG. JCSTICE A"iD THE POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE 97  ( 1 990)  ( expla in ing how t h e  ideal of  i mpar­
t ia l ity in moral theory "masks the ways in  which the part icular perspectives of dominant  groups 
c la im universa l i ty") . 
24 .  Some feminists have presented a s imilar cr i t ique of privacy doctrine that  argues that 
government nonintervention into the  private sphere permits women's subordinat ion rather than 
promoting women's autonomy. See, e.g., KUTH COLKER, AHORTlON AND DIALOGCE: P R O-CHOICE 
AND AM ERICA!' LAW 85 ( 1 992); C.A.THARI!'E A tvfACKI!'!'ON, fHIINISl\I UNMODIFIED DIS­
COURSES ON LI FE AND LAW 93- 1 02 ( 1 987); Sylvia/\. Law, Relhinking Sex and 1he  Consli1111ion, 
1 32 U. PA. L REv. 955 ,  10 1 6-28 ( 1 984); Elizabeth M. Schneider, The Violence of Privacy, 23 
CONN. L. REv 973 ( 1 9 9 1 ); see also ELIZ.·\BETII FRAZER & N ICOLA LACEY. THE PoLITICS OF 
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In part II, I describe the priority paradigm and explai n  how liberal 
theory supports i t .  Part III provides examples of two parti cula r  arenas 
in  which the priority paradigm operates to privilege wh i te  people 's  
choices -employment discrimination and housing segregation. Part IV 
explains why it is that prioritizing liberty favors white people's choices: 
the seemingly neutral stz�ndard for judging choices actually values 
those associated with whites more than those associated with blacks. In 
part V, I challenge the presEmption underlying the pr ior i ty paradigm 
that private interests are separable from and untainted by socia l  power. 
Part VI conciudes by proposing that we replace the pr ior i ty paradigm 
with a new conception of the relat ionship between liberty and equality .  
II. THE PRIORITY PARADIGM 
A .  Preferring Liberty t o  Equality 
Consider the fol lO\ving proposit ion : "Efforts t o  ach ieve racial  
equal i ty must be carefu l  to accommodate individuals '  l ib erty ." The 
idea that racial equal i ty cannot be achieved a t  the expense o f  ind ivid­
ual l iberty sounds perfect ly  natura l  and in  l ine with prevailin g  constitu­
t ional theory. The reverse proposition, "Exercise of individua l  l iberty 
must sometimes give way to concerns for racial equa l i ty ," on the other 
hand, is  l ikely to get people up in arms. Preferring equal i ty  to individ­
ual l iberty sounds blatantly unconstitut ional ,  even totali tar ian. Sup­
porters of the priority paradigm are quick to denounce, a s  d isp laying a 
COMMUNITY: A fEMINIST CRITIQUE OF THE LJBERAL-COMMUNITARIAN DEBATE (1993) (arguing 
that the liberal public/private distinction entrenches patriarchal practices). Fran Olsen's summary 
of the feminist critique of privacy pualle!s my concerns about the priority paradigm: 
[D]eeper political meanings are found behind the appeal of privacy. Notions of individual­
ism, of choice and of desire, and the reasons why we value privacy are deeply related to the 
peculiar importance placed on the male/female distinction and to the subordination of 
women . . Privacy is most enjoyed by those with power .... [T]he standard situation 
in which one enjoys privacy and freedom is not a situation of equality but one of hierarchy. 
We virtually never all enjoy privacy equally, and the pretense that equality is the norm, 
and situations of domination an exception, is simply another way of maintaining the status 
quo. 
Frances Olsen, Constitutional Law: Feminist Critiques of the Public/Private Distincrion, I 0 
CONST. COMMENTARY 319, 325-26 ( 1 993)  (emphasis added). 
Other feminists. including myself, have advocated a reconception of privacy, rather than its 
rejection. See. e.g . . ANITA L ALLEN. Ul'EASY ACCESS: PRIVACY FOR WO�!EN IN A FREE SOCIETY 
( 1988); Linda C. McClain, The Poverry of "Privacy?." 3 CoLUM. J GENDER & L 119 ( 1992); 
Dorothy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who Have Babies: Women of Color, Equality. and 
The Right of Privacy, 104 HARV. L REv. 1419, ! 476-81 (1991). 
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lack of true commitment to l i berty ,  the suggestion that  notions of indi­
vidual autonomy should include soc ial just ice concerns .25 
The preference for l iberty over equal i ty is ingrained in America's 
const i tut ional h istory. Whi le the Const i tut ion 's  framers protected their 
private property and personal expression from government power, they 
negiected to mention equality in the Const i tut ion or the Bill of 
Rights.26 When the found ing fathers 'Nere confronted wi th the contra­
d iction of creating a new government dedicated to indiv idual l ibertv � � < 
that also permit ted the enslavement of Africans, "they decided that 
protect ing the property of slave O\.vners must have priority over black 
freedom."27 The Constitution's guarantees of l i berty exi sted a longside 
its recogni tion and protection of s lavery for nearly a century. 28 
After a c iv i l  war and the Reconstruction amendments abol ished 
s lavery and i t s  vest iges, whi te Americans relied on the Const i tution's 
protection of their l iberty to safeguard their posit ion o f  power. The Su­
preme Court in  Plessy v. Ferguson29 affirmed the state's power under 
the Const i tution to make formal lega l  dist inctions between the white 
and colored races . But  i t  was Just ice Har lan 's  dissent ing opinion that 
set for th  the protective pr inciple that  was to out live the holding i n  
Plessy: 
The white race deems itself to be the dominant race in this country. And so 
it is, in prestige, in achievements, in education, in wealth, and in power. So, I 
2 5 .  See Delgado & Stefancic, supra note 23 ,  at 8 5 1 -5 2  (describ ing the debate between free 
speech defenders and hate speech rule advocates ) ;  Mar i  J. Matsuda, Progressive Civil Libenies, 3 
TEMP. PoL & CIV. RTs. L. REv. 9, 1 0  (I 994) (descr ib ing comments of "the angry civ i l  l ibertarian 
who acts as t hough I 've stepped on his toes") . My recent exchange with Joh n  Robertson about the 
mean ing of procreat ive li berty provides an i l l ustration o f  th is  reproach.  See Dorothy E. Roberts, 
Social Juscice, Procreative Libercy, and che Limits of Liberal Theory: Robertson's Chi ldren of 
C hoice, 20 L. & Soc. INQUIRY 1 005 ( 1 99 5 )  ( reviewing JOHN A.  ROBERTSON, CHILDREN OF 
C H OICE: FREEDOM AND THE NEW REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES ( 1 994) (hereinafter ROBERT­
SON. CHILDREN OF C HOICE]) ; John A. Robertson, The Rightness of Rights Analysis: A Response 
to Dorothy Roberts, 20 L. & Soc. hQURY 1022 (19 9 5 ) .  
26 .  Catherine A. MacKinnon, RejleClions o n  Sex Equality Under Law, 1 00 YALE L.J. 
1 28 1 ,  1282  ( 1 991) . 
2 7. Derrick Bel l ,  Black History and America's Future, 29 VAL U. L. R Ev . 1 1 79 ,  1183  
( 1 99 5 ). On the Framers' accommodQtion of s l avery , sec PAUL FINKELMAN. A N  IMPERFECT UNION: 
SLAVERY, FEDERALIS�1. AND COMITY 23 ( 1 9 8 1 )  ("Through bluster, compromise, and pol i tical 
blackmail  over the question of th·� un ion i tself, (the pro-slavery delegates] secured power and 
protect i on for slavery.") ;  DERRICK BELL. The Chronicle of the Constitu tional Contradiction, in 
AND WE ARE NOT SAVED, supra note I 6 ,  at 26 ,  26-50. 
28. R ichard Delgado & David H .  Yun, Pressure Valves and Bloodied Chickens: An Analy­
sis of Paternalistic Objections 10 Hate Speech Regulation, 82 CAL. L REV . 8 7 1 , 8 8 1  ( 1 994) .  
29 .  1 6 3 U.S. 537 ( 1 896) .  
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doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, if it remains true to its great heri­
tage, and holds fast to the principles of constiiutional !iberty:10 
Although P!essy's separate-but-equal doctrine was repudiated s1x de­
cades later, the priority paradigm, which holds fast to liberty at the 
expense of racial equality, remains 2� principal means of realizing Jus­
tice Harlan's prediction. 
The priority paradigm also rests on the inherent assumption of lib­
eral philosophy that privileging individual autonomy over social justice 
is essential to human freedom.31 The primacy of liberty, which shifts 
the burden of persuasion to those seeking to limit individual choice, 
does not allow for the possibility that other concerns might have equal 
constitutional or moral importance. Liberals require the state to remain 
neutral as to competing conceptions of value and human relationships 
so that each individual is free to choose her own moral understanding 
of justice.32 While government neutrality protects citizens against im­
position of state orthodoxy, it also means that the definition of liberty 
must set aside certain claims to substantive equality. 
This way of thinking separates social justice from the meaning and 
realization of individual liberty. Seeing individual liberty as competing 
against equality implies that they are independent values that may be 
counterbalanced. In his analysis of procreative liberty, for example, 
John Robertson views the question of the state's obligation to alleviate 
social and economic circumstances that constrain reproductive decision 
making as a "separate issue of sociai justice."33 While the state is obli­
gated to protect procreative liberty as a matter of rights, Robertson 
argues, it remains free to decide whether or not to address economic 
and social inequities as a matter of social policy.34 
The primacy of liberty paradigm, then, accepts the possibility that 
30. !d. at 559 (Harlan, J., dissenting) (emphasis added). 
3!. My analysis of liberal philosophy benefited from an exchange with John Robertson in 
correspondence and in recent essays. See supra note 25. 
32. See MICHAEL J. SANDEL. LIBERALISM AND THE LIMITS OF JUSTICE (1982) (criticizing 
liberalism's bracketing of moral arguments); see also iv!ichae! J. Sandel, 1\foral Argument and 
Liberai Toleration: Abortion and Homosexuality, 77 C.u L REv. 521 (1989). 
33. JOHN A. ROBERTSON. CHILDREl\ OF CHOICE: fREEDOM AND THE NEW REPRODUCTIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES 23 ( 1995) (emphasis added). 
34. See id. Patricia J. Williams attributes the cont1ict between private interests and group 
rights to a "contractarian" vision of constitutional jurisprudence that "fails to anticipate the situa­
tion in which an aggregate of private transactions in a society begins to conflict with express social 
guarantees." Patricia J. Williams, Metro Broadcasting, inc. v. FCC: Regrouping in Singular 
Times. l 04 HARV. L REv. 525, 540 ( 1990). 
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inequality may be inevitable in a liberal society. Although the pursuit 
of equality, once liberty is ensured, is commendable, liberalism cannot 
gutlrantee its realization. Inequality is the price we may have to pay for 
frcedom.35 Thus, adequate protection of individual liberty may simply 
make substantive equality a pipe dream. For this reason, Willial!1 Gal­
ston defends liberalism as the best accommodation of hum2n diffcr­
:;;nccs we can hope for: "It is 'repressive' not in comparison with availa­
ble alternatives but only in relation to unauainable fantasies of perfect 
liberation."36 "Face it," believers in the priority paradigm admonish, 
''seriously protecting individual liberty means relinquishing the fantasy 
of complete racial equality." 
B. The Priority Paradigm and the Sufficiency of Racial Progress 
Because the priority paradigm assumes that actual equality be­
tween the races may be unattainable, its adherents consider racial 
"progress" to be a sufficient goal. The title of a recent editorial in U.S. 
News & World Report decried "Our Addiction to Bad News."37 Point­
ing out that "no other group in world history has ever made so much 
economic progress so fast as American blacks have since Worid War 
II," the author criticized "race-and-gender spokespeople" for persist­
ently detecting "fresh evidence of o ppression."38 He blamed these ac­
tivists' focus on illusory grievances, rather than on blacks' progress, for 
both whites' and blacks' frustration with the racial "impasse that 
doesn't really exist."39 
The article failed to mention the a ppalling evidence of persistent 
racial inequality. The unemployment rate among blacks has remained 
about twice that among whites over the last thirty years,40 and blacks 
are three times more likely than whites to be poorY Black mothers, 
who typically are heads of households, are even more likeiy to be 
3 5 .  Matsuda, supra note 2 5 ,  at 1 0 . 
36 .  WiLLIAM A .  GALSTOo.,;, LiBERAL PURPOSES: GOODS. ViRTUES, A:<D DiVERSITY I I'  THE 
LIBERAL STATE 4 (1991) (emphasis added) .  
20. 
3 7. John Leo, Our Addiclion to Bad News, U.S. NEws & WORLD REP, June 5, 1995, at 
38. /d. 
39. !d. 
40. Leroy D.  Clark,  The Law and Economics of Raci:1l D iscr imination i n  Employment by 
David A. Strauss. 7 9  GEO. L.J .  1695 ,  I70 1 (I9 9I); Bureau of Labor Statistics, U .S. Dep't of 
Labor,  Current Labor Statislics: Employmenl Dara, MOt'THLY L\!l. REv, l'vfar. I 99 5 ,  at 84.  
4l. Derrick Bel l ,  Political Reality TeSiing: 1993, 6! FORDHA\1 L REv. I 03J. I 034 ( I993). 
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poor . 4 2  As a resul t ,  ha lf  o f  black children are born in to poverty . 43  
Wh i te men cont inue to dominate business ownership and corporate 
power . ln 1 9 9 1 ,  th irteen percent of white households but on ly  four per­
cent of black households held a financial i nterest in a business or  p ro­
fes s i on - and blacks ' average stake was much l ess valuable . 4 �  B lacks are 
s t i l l  d en i ed housi ng by the d iscriminatory practices o f  landlords, rea l 
estate agents ,  and mortgage l enders .411 Biack i n fants d i e  a t  a rate twice 
that of wh i tes ,  and overal l  l i fe expectancy is s igni ficant ly lower for 
blacks than for whites . 46  Even these stark numbers do not adequately 
convey the i njury of cul tural devaluation .  The glorifica t ion of black 
progress in the face of these i nequit ies seems to imply tha t  b lacks 
should be content with less i nequal i ty ,  rather than demanding complete 
equa l i ty .  
Recent attent ion to c la ims about racia l  d ifferences i n  in te l l igence 
a lso reflects the presumption of i nequality . Last year I heard Charles 
Murray speak about his  recent ly  publ ished book, The Bell  Curve,47 at 
the Harvard Forum.48 The Bell Curve claims that in te l l igence l evels 
d i ffer among ethnic groups, that blacks are on average l ess in te ll igent 
than whites, and that l ower group inte l ligence expla ins  socia l  problems, 
such as poverty, unemployment, and welfare dependency.49 Not sur­
pris ingly, the book's publ ication drew intense media attent ion and a 
furious denunciation of the authors' racism.60 
42. M a rgaret C .  Simms, Black Women Who Head Families: An  Economic Srruggle, in 
SLIPPI:-:G TIIROUGII THE CRACKS: THE STATUS OF B LACK W OMEN 1 4 1  ( M a rgaret  C. Simms & 
Ju l ianne Mclveaux eds . ,  1 98 6 ) .  
4 3 .  See id. at  1 43 .  
-14 .  US B C R E A U  OF THE CENSUS. STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF T H E  UNITED STATES 1 994 ,  at  
482 ( 1 99 4 ) .  The median  va lue  of these  assets was only $3,444 for blacks, compared to $ 1 0, 3 5 2  for 
whites .  /d. ; see also Marcu Alexis & Gerald ine R. H enderson, The Economic Base of African­
American Comnwnilies: A Srudy of Consumer Patrerns, in THE STATE OF B L A C K  AI.I E RI C A  1 994,  
at 5 1 , 8 1  ( Bi l ly  J .  Tidwel l  ed. ,  1 994)  (describ ing blacks' underrepresentat ion i n  business 
ownership ) .  
45 .  A CU0\1�!01' D ESTI :--iY ·  BLACKS A:-:0 AMERICAN S O C I ETY 50 (Gera ld  D .  J aynes & Robin 
'v1 . W i l l i ams. J r eds. ,  1 98 9 ) .  
46 .  Cen ters for Disease Con t rol and Prevent ion,  Morralily Panerns - Unired Srares. 1 992, 
273 J AM A  1 00 ( 1 995) . 
47 .  See RICHARD J. H E R R NSTEIN & CHARLES M u RRA Y . THE B E L L  C U R V E :  hTE LLI G EN C E  
A � D  ( LASS STR CCTU RE I N  AMERICAN LIFE ( 1 994 ) .  
4 8 .  Char les  M urray, Address a t  t h e  H a rvard Forum ( Feb. 1 4 , 1 995)  [here inafter M urray 
Address ] .  
49.  H E R RNST E I N  & M U R RAY, supra note 47.  
50. For example, The New Republic i mm ediate ly pub l is hed an issue ent i t led " Race & 
I .Q . . " featur ing a n  essay by H errnstcin and M urray based on their  book and a series of cr i t ical  
ess:1ys.  See N E W  REPCBL. IC,  Oct. 3 1 ,  1 994 .  
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M urray neverthe less began h is  defense of his  thesis by express ing 
d i smay t h a t  i t  had caused such a commotio n . r> 1  After a l l ,  h e  pointed 
out ,  he did not  claim that the i n te l lect of al i  b lacks was drast ical ly 
i n ferior to t ha t  o f  a l l  w h i t ·.�s ,  but  only that  black intel l igence was on 
average a few poi n t s  belovi t h ::i t  o f  whites . 52  Murray apparemiy would 
have und erstood the a fTrot·-1 � had he decl ared blacks to be ver�v i n fer ior  
to whi tes,  bm fa i led to s e e  the harm i n  being called sornewh c t  infer ior .  
"Surely,  no one bel i eves that  black people are perfect ly eq ual  to 
whites ,"  he seemed to implore .  
In the view of these commentators, the poss ib i l ity that  black 
Americans might enjoy the same material and social sta tus as whites is  
unth inkable .  Like the unemployed surplus presumed by market eco­
nomics, some degree of black i nferior ity i s  presumed by both popula r  
and legal  th inking  about equa l i ty .  Derrick Bel l 's  comprehensive study 
of inst i tut ional ized racism in America l ed him to conclude that 
" [b] lack people wi l l  never gain ful l  equality in this country . "53 Racism 
does not  cont inue despite consti tutiona l  paradigms of l iberty and equal­
i ty; rather ,  racism is deeply embedded in  these paradigms themselves . 
As Rodrigo Crenshaw, Richard Delgado's fictiona l  confidant,  wryly ob­
served, these Enl ightenment  notions may be "the very means by which 
society constructs and justifies our subordination ."54 
Scholarship from the  minority ranks of l ega l  academia is i ncreas­
ingly tinged with what seems like unremitt ing despa i r .  Perhaps we are 
now acquir ing what James Baldwin saw as the American Negro's 
"great advantage of having n ever bel ieved the  coll ection of myths to 
which white Americans cl ing . "55 The d isenchanted i nte llectual  recog­
n i zes not only the material pers istence of racism in America, but also 
the way in  which the law takes black subord inat ion for granted .56 
C. Th e Priority Paradigm and Discriminatory Intent 
The Supreme Court' s current u nderstand ing of the Equal Protec-
5 1 .  M u rray Address, supra note 48.  
5 2 .  !d. 
5 3 .  D E R R I C K  B E LL, fACES :\T THE BOTTOM O F  THE WELL: THE PERMA0El" C E  O F  RACISM 
i 2 ( 1 99 2 )  (emphasis o m i t ted) 
54. Richard Delgado, Rodrigo's Seveli!h Chronicle: Race. Democracy, and the State, 4 1  
UCLA L .  REV .  7 2 1 ,  740 ( 1 994) 
5 5 .  J A r-lES BALDWI?',  T H E  F I R [  N EXT Ti"IE 1 1 5 ( 1 96 3 ) .  
5 6 .  See i\ ngel3 P .  Harr i s .  Foreword: The }Iuisprudence of Reconstmction, 8 2  CAL: L .  R E v .  
74 1 ,  7 7 8-80 ( 1 994)  (describing a j urisprudence of reconstruct ion t h a t  incl udes disenchan t ment 
a bout  the rhetoric::!  ::! pparatus or modern ism) .  
.._ ) 
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t ion Clause i s  based on  a very narrow version of color b l i ndness . The 
Court confines uncons t i tut ional  discr imination to state conduct per­
formed with an invidious intent ,  requ ir ing proof that "officials were 
'out to get ' a person or group o n  account of race ." 57 The Court adop ted 
the discriminatory in tent  rule  p r i rn a r i l y  because of i ts fea r  of the r c m e ·· 
d ies a discr iminatory i m pact r u l e  would cnta i l . 58 
The priori ty parad igm m a y  a t  fl rst appear to contrad i ct the  r e ­
quirement that c la imants prove d iscr iminatory intent in  order to esta b­
lish racial d iscr imination . The priority paradigm h inders rac ia l  equa l i ty 
by protecting white individua l s '  personal preferences wh i l e  the inte n t  
requ irement hinders racial equal i ty by  punishing white i ndividuals '  per·· 
sonal preferences alone .  Moreover, the intent requi rement 's  harm 
comes from framing rac ia l  just ice as an effort to  weed out  individual 
d iscriminatory decisions rather than transforming soc ia l  arrange­
ments .c;9 I t  might  seem , then, that my focus on white peop le's personal 
choices, rather than on inst i tut ional structures, is j us t  as  misd irected. 
The priority paradigm, however, complements the discr iminatory 
i ntent standard . White people's motives are quite irre levan t  to the par­
adigm's l ogic and operation . What gets protected under the priority 
paradigm are wh i te people 's choices , preferences, and i nt erests . The 
priority paradigm protects these choices i f, as black journa l i s t  Nathan 
McCal l  observed, "even the best- intentioned whites don't  u nderstand 
how they affect us ,  and how whi te society impacts upon m inorit ies ."60 
Moreover, the priority paradigm, l ike the i ntent requirement ,  ob­
scures the structural nature of racism by pretending that  personal pref­
erences are d ivorced from social power and that individua l  l iberty can 
be separated from socia l  just ice .  The priority paradigm rests on the 
57 .  Randa l l  L .  Ken nedy, M cCleskey v. Kemp :  Race. Capital Punishment. and the Supreme 
Courr, 1 0 1  HARV.  L. R Ev.  ! 3 8 8 ,  1 405  ( 1 98 8 ) ;  see. e.g. , Washi ngton v .  Davis ,  426 U .S .  229 ,  239 -
45 ( 1 976 ) ;  see also David A .  Strauss, Discriminatory Intent and the Taming of Brown, 5 6  U .  C1 1 r .  
L R EV.  9 3 5  ( 1 989) .  
58 .  Kennedy, supra n o t e  5 7 ,  at 1 4 1 3- 1 4  ( not ing J ust ice Brennan's deris ion of  the  Court 's 
"fear of too much j ust ice" ) ;  Gayle B in ion, "Intent " and Equal Protection: A Reconsideration, 
1 9 8 3  SuP. CT. REv .  3 9 7 ,  404-408 .  
59 .  Alan  Freeman, Legitimizing Racial Discriminalion Through Antidiscriminruion Law, 
62  MINN. L REV. 1 049,  1 0 52 -57  ( 1 9 7 8 )  
60. Enr ica Gadler, The Culture of Slreet Violence by a Survivor, A T  R A i"DOM, Wi nter 
1 994, at 46-47, quoted in R eg ina Aust in.  Beyond Black Demons & White Devils: Antiblack Con­
spiracy Theorizing & The Black Public Sphere, 22 FLA. ST. U. L REV I 02 1 ,  1 029 ( 1 99 5 ) .  See 
genera//y Charles R.  Lawrence I l l ,  The !d, the Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Un­
conscious Racism, 3 9  STAN. L REv.  3 1 7  ( 1 9 8 7 )  (arguing that  equal protect ion  l aw fai l s  to ac­
count for unconscious racism) .  
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belief tha t  individuals' choices a re  purely personal ,  i n  the  sense that 
they reflect only individual  desires ,  ful fi l l the individual 's  unique mean­
ing of sel f, and benefi t the individual alone .6 1  This view, however, 
masks how whites' personal c h o ices o ft e n  are connected to oppressive 
social st ructures a n d  constitute an exerc ise  of pow e r .  
Thus ,  l i bera l i sm 's pro fess ed commitm e n t  to pe rsonal l ibe rty turns  
out to safeguard mass i ve institu t ional  i nequal i t y .  R ichud Delgado ob­
served that ideology, which appears to be neutral ,  permits " [ t ] hose in  
power [ to ]  s leep well at  n ight - their conduct does not  seem to  them 
like oppress ion . "62 Bu t  the priority pa radigm is even more ins idious 
than this, for oppressors ' conduct appears to them like the v irtuous pur­
suit of  l iberty .  
I I I .  THE  P R I O R ITY PA RADIGM I N  OPERATION 
Under the priority paradigm, the law protects white people's 
choices even when they operate to h inder blacks' equa l  part ic ipation in 
society. For three centuries white Americans guaranteed their 
supremacy through the enforcement of expl ic it ly race-based laws .63 
The law continues to protect whites' privi leged pos i t ion by means of the 
prior ity paradigm: courts counterbalance blacks' c la ims for equality 
against whi tes' private i nterest in maintaining the current system. Two 
arenas where this contest is particularly vivid are employment discrimi­
nation and housing segregation . 
A. Protecting White Employees ' Vested Interests 
S ince emancipation freed blacks from bondage based on their sta­
tus as chattel property, American law has worked to preserve whi te 
domination of employment opportunit ies and relations. State legislation 
passed immediately after emancipation ensured that freedmen re­
mained the servants of their wh i te masters. 64 In 1 8 65 ,  for example, 
M ississippi enacted laws that permitted former masters to administer 
corporal punishment and that forfei ted the wages of Negroes who l eft 
6 1 .  F o r  other critiques of  the  l iberal  concept of  the  autonomous i n d i v i d u a l ,  s e e  SA'IDEL, 
supra note 3 2 ;  Robin West,  Jurisprudence and Gender, 5 5  U C ! ! I .  L R E v .  I ( 1 98 8 ) .  
6 2. Richard Delgado, Srory lelling for Oppositionists and Others.· A Plea for NarrQfive, 8 7  
M I CH. L .  REV.  24 1 1 , 24 1 3- 1 4  ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  
6 3 .  See generally A. L E O N  H I G G I N BOTH.\�t . ! :-;  THE M.\TTER OF C o t . O R :  RACE  AND THE 
AM ERICAN LEGAL  PROCESS ( 1 97 8 ) ;  DERRICK B E LL. R ACE ,  RAC ISM A N D  A:-.tER ICAN L\ W (3d ed. 
1 992) . 
64.  G reene, supra note 3 ,  a t  1 5 26 .  
' ��I ._! ;o''• 
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the i r  jobs without good cause before the  end of the i r  contracts . 6 5  H isto­
rian Eric Foner described the private terror wh i te employers used to 
enforce these legal restrictions on freedmen's contractual rela t ionsh ips : 
Freedmen were assaulted and m u r d c r::d for a t t e m p t i n g  to kc�v:: p l a n t a t ions ,  d i s ­
p u t i ng con t ract set t lements ,  n o t  b b o r i n g  i n  t h :� m :um cr des ired by t h e i r  employ­
e r s ,  a ttcmpt ing  to buy or rent  la nd , � n d  resis t i n g  1·. h i p p i n g .  One black w h o  r e ­
fu sed t o  be bound a n d  w h i pped . . W�iS shot  d e a d  by h i s  employer,  a pro m i n e n t  
Texas lawycr .s6 
Reconstruction-era civi l r ights statutes abolished these forma l  ra­
cial  codes, but fai l ed to el iminate gross racial d isparit i es in employ­
ment .  In  the 1 960s,  the War on Poverty in i t iated an effort to d ismant le 
the racial barriers to equal  employment opportunity and to i n tegrate 
blacks into the national pol it ical economy.67 For example, the O ffice of 
Economic Opportunity used federal funds to empower communi ty  ac­
t ion groups run by local b lack activists ;68 federal affirmative act ion and 
j ob train ing programs broke long-standing racial barriers to union 
jobs ;69 and Housing and Urban Development gave housing subsid ies to 
the poor .70 In her recent book The Color of Welfare, J i l l  Quadagno 
chronicles how racism underm ined these programs .71  I t  was precisely 
these programs' l ink to blacks' civi l  r ights that doomed them: whi tes 
opposed them as an infringement on their economic r ight to discr imi­
nate against blacks.72 
The Court's equal protection and Title VII  jurisprudence has  in ­
creasingly protected the  vested interests of wh i te  employees against 
government efforts to promote racial equal i ty . 73  Cheryl Harr is  has de­
tai led the evolution of the concept of whiteness as a status that brings 
with i t  benefits and privi leges that wh ites have come to expect, inc lud-
6 5 .  !d. a t  1 5 26-27 (c i ting 1 86 6  M iss. Laws 826  a n d  1 8 66 M i s s .  Laws 8 6 2 ) .  
6 6 .  E R I C  fOt--: ER ,  RECONSTRUCTION:  AMERICA'S UNFINISHED REVOLUTION: 1 8 6 3 - 1 8 7 7 ,  at 
I 2I ( I 988 ) ,  quoted in G reene, supra note 3, at I 5 27 .  
67 .  See JI LL QUADAGNO, THE CoLOR OF WELFARE :  How RACIS,>I UNDERMiNED THE WAR 
ON PovERTY 8-9  ( 1 994) .  
68 .  !d. at  3 3- 5 9 .  
6 9 .  Jd. at  6 1 -8 7 .  
7 0 .  Jd. a t 8 9- I l 5 . 
7 I .  QUADAGNO, supra note 6 7 .  
7 2 .  See id. at  6-7 .  
7 3 .  See C heryl I .  Harr is ,  Whiteness as Proper!_>', I 06 f-l.� R v L R F Y .  I 7 0 7  ( ! 99 3 ) .  
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i ng  a superior r ight to  a job . 7 4  By rat i fying these expectations, the  law 
in effect recogn izes a property interest i n  wh i teness .75 
Sometimes court decisions quite d i rect ly  protect employees' prop­
erty interest in whiteness, as in Martin v .  Wi!ks ,'6  and Wygant  v. Jack­
son Board of Education .77  In Jtfartin v .  iVi/ks, the Cour t a l l owed a 
!UOU!) of  whi te fi refi gh ters col lateral l v  to a t t :1ck a c o n s e n t  decree that .._, ........ ..1 
set t led a Ti t l e  VII action a l l eg ing that a c i t y ' s  employment pol icies dis­
crim ina ted aga inst blacks .78 The Court u p h e l d  the whi te employees' 
r ight to intervene to protect their in terest in promotions under a test 
that the city agreed perpetuated a racial hierarchy.'9 S imi lar ly ,  the 
Court in Wygant  ordered the reinstatement of senior white teachers 
who were la id off before more j unior black teachers in an effort to rem­
edy a city's racial ly d iscr iminatory h istory. Here the Court upheld the 
white employees' right to seniority preferences which they had acquired 
under a regime of discriminatory employment practices .80 
In both cases, the Court's concern for innocent whites ' vested in­
terest in a job i gnored the history of past discrimination that placed 
white employees in a privi leged position in the first place . 8 1  As Harris 
points out, " [a ] sserting the property i nterest in seniority rights against 
the background of structured privilege for whites and inequit ies for 
B lacks ' is  to c la im a property right in the benefits of being  white . '  "82 
The Court's neglect of preexisting structural inequit ies permit ted the 
triumph of white employees' property interest in  whiteness over b lack 
employees' demands for equal employment opportunity .  
B. Protecting Private Housing Decisions 
In their provocative book, American Apartheid, Douglas S. Mas­
sey and Nancy A .  Denton demonstrate that the existence of a black 
74 .  !d. 
7 5 .  !d. at 1 7 1 3 ;  see aiso G reene, supra note 3 ,  at 1 5 3 3 - 3 8  ( d iscussing t h e  S upreme Court's 
concern for "rights of w h i tes" i n  employment cases ) .  
7 6 .  4 9 0  U.S .  7 5 5  ( 1 9 8 9 )  (overt urned b y  Civi l R i g h t s  A c t  of 1 99 1 ,  P u b .  L .  N o .  1 02- 1 66 ,  sec. 
1 08 ,  1 0 5 Stat .  1 07 1 ,  1 07 6 - 7 7  ( 1 99 1 )  (codi fied a t  42 U .S C .  § 2000e - 2 ( n )  (Supp.  V 1 99 3 ) ) ) .  
7 7 .  4 7 6  U .S .  2 6 7  ( 1 98 6 ) .  
7 8 .  4 9 0  U . S .  7 5 5 .  7 5 8 - 5 9  ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  
7 9 .  See G reene, supra note 3 ,  a t  1 5 3 3- 3 6 .  
80.  H a rris,  supra note 73,  at  1 7 7 6 .  
8 1 .  !d. 
8 2 .  !d. (quoting Joseph W .  S inger, The Continuing Conquest: American Indian Nations, 
Property Law. and Cunsmoke, l R ECONSTR UCTION 9 7 .  I 03 ( 1 99 1 )  ). This  view a lso bases j u d icial  
action "only on a s howi n g  o f  specifically engaged and thc:n i n terfered-with expectations,  a nd not 
on consideration of multiple lost opportun it ies ." Wil l iam,,  s 11pra note 3 4 ,  a t  5 2 8 .  
• I � 
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"underclass," concentrated i n  u rban centers, resulted from systemic ra­
cial  d iscri mi nation i n  the public and private housing m a r kets .83  Massey 
and D enton t ie  resi dential  segregation to blacks' extreme economic,  so­
c ia l ,  and pol it ical  iso l a t ion from mai nstream soci ety and to the res u l t­
i n g  pe rs i sten ce o f  b l a ck poverty.  One of the a u thors' mos t striking ob­
serva t i o n s  is the u n pa r al le led d egree of  blacks '  excL: s i on from w h i te 
A m e rica :  " I ronica l l y ,  w i t h i n  a large, diverse, and h i g h ly mobile post­
i nd u s t r i a l  society such as  the U nited S tates,  blacks l iv ing in the heart  
of  the  ghetto arc a mong the most iso l ated people on eart h .  No other 
group in the contemporary U nited States comes close: to this  level of 
isolation w i t h i n  urban society."84 
The authors disprove t heories that color-bl ind economic forces a re 
responsible for this  concentrated black poverty, arg u i n g  instead t h a t  
"race and class interact to u ndermine the social  and economic well­
bei ng of black America n s . "8� Massey and Denton also d ispel  the com­
mon perception that inner-city ghettos are a n atural or inevitable  part  
of American l i fe .  I n  fact,  h ousing was not highly segregated i n  either 
Northern or Southern cit ies unti l  the twentieth century migration o f  
large numbers of blacks i n t o  urban a reas.86 T h e  impoverished ghettos 
that fol lowed were consciously created by real estate brokers a n d  
banks,  supported by antiblack violence and l e g a l  rules s u c h  a s  restric­
tive covenants.87 As Adolph Reed put i t ,  " [t ] h e  transformation o f  post­
war industrial  cit ies was dr iven not by some abstract h istorical  force 
but by a combination of private investment decisions a n d  state 
action . " 88 
To remedy this  h istory o f  segregation,  Massey and Denton a dvo­
cate renewed a ttention to residential  i n tegration achieved through race­
specific fai r  housing practices, i ncluding i n tensified enforceme n t  o f  the 
Fair H ousing Act .  This proposa l  has been cr it ic ized for fai l i n g  to con­
front the l imits  of i n tegration strategies in combating structural i n equi­
ties .89 I a m  concerned at this  point in m y  a rgument not so much w ith 
8 3 .  DouG LAS S.  1\IASSEY & NA?'CY A .  D ENTON. AMERICAN APARTHEID ( 1 993 ) .  
8 4 .  !d. at 7 7 .  
8 5 .  !d. a t  220. 
86 .  !d. at 1 8 - 3 2 .  
8 7 .  !d. at 3 3-42,  50-5 1 .  
88 .  Adolph R eed, J r  . . The Liberal Technocral, 246 NATIOl'i 1 6  7 ,  1 6 9 ( 1 9 8 8 )  ( reviewing 
\V r U.IAM J .  W I LS O N .  THE TRtJLY DISADVA:\TAGED: THE I'\NER CITY.  THE U ND E R C L.\SS. A ND PUB· 
LIC POLICY ( 1 987) ) .  
8 9 .  See. e.g. , John 0 .  Cal more, Racialized Space a n d  t h e  Cu!rure o f  Segregution: ' Hewing 
a Stone of Hope from a Moun!ain of Despair, · ·  ! 43 U PA. L .  REv 1 23 3 ,  1 25 2 · 5 4  ( 1 9 9 5 )  [herein· 
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the remedy for resident ia l  segregation as w i th  the  way  in  which prevai l ­
ing equal i ty paradigms a l lowed th is form of  rac ia l  apartheid to take 
place. The priority paradigm protected res ident ia l  segregation as the 
man i festat ion of white people's persona l  preferences . The wholesa l e  ex­
puls ion o f  the black u rban poor esca ped scrut iny because of i ts seem­
ing ly  pr i'.·ate  pedigree. e n t i t l i n g  i t  to const i tu t ional prot ectio n .  
T h e  o r i v i l e r! i n £: of  cr ivate choices accommodated not on l v  bus iness l ._ ,  "-' l .I 
deci s ions ,  but also >vhite residen ts '  preference to l i ve apart from 
blacks .90 As H erbert V/echsler argued in  his  crit ique of the Brown de­
cision , " [b ] u t  if the freedom of association is denied by segregation, 
integration forces an associat ion upon those for whom i t  is  unpleasant 
or repugnant ."9 1  This view holds that the l i berty of white homeowners 
to maintain the homogeneity of their  neighborhoods outweighs the 
damage caused by concentrat ing blacks in poor, isolated urban centers. 
Under the paradigm, white cit izens' persona l  revuls ion of b lackness at­
tains the stature of a protected l iberty interest that supersedes blacks' 
interest in socia l  and economic participat ion . For many, it would vio­
late the most basic American freedoms to force a wh ite homeowner to 
l ive next to b lack people .  
The Supreme Court 's  decis ion in  City of Arfemphis v .  Greene92 i l­
lustrates the privi leging of white residents' private preferences . In 
Greene, the Court upheld a municipal decision to erect a barrier be­
tween an al l -white neighborhood and a predominant ly black area that 
effectively blocked off the whi te neighborhood to black motorists . 93 The 
Court concluded that the city's decision, whi le  conferring a benefit on 
white property owners, d id not discriminate against b lacks because it 
was motivated by an  " interest in protecting the safety and tranqu i li ty 
of a resident ia l  neighborhood" and resulted from fa ir procedures.94 The 
a fter Cal morc, Racialized Space] ; Wil l iam Kornblum, Enduring Obstacie, 41  DISSENT 420 
( 1 994) ( reviewing M ASSEY & DE0TO:--: , supra note 83) ;  Olati Johnson, Book Note,  lnregrating ;he 
"U!iderclass ": Confronling America 's Enduring Apanheid, 4 7  STAN.  L REv.  787 ( 1 99 5 )  ( review­
ing  M ASSEY & D E NT0'-1, supra note 8 3 ) .  For c r i t i q ues o f  the i n tegrationist ideal ,  see gener� l l y 
D ERRICK B E LL,  The Chronicle of the  Sacrificed Black Schoolch ildren, in AND W E  A R E  NOT 
SAV ED, supra note 1 6 , Jt 1 02,  ! 07 · 1 1 8 ; John 0. c�lmore, Spatial Equality and the Kerner Com­
mission Report: A Back-10-rhe-Fut ure Essay, 7 1  N.C L. REV.  1 487 ,  1 496 - 1 50 1  ( 1 99 3 ) ;  Pel ler ,  
supra note  1 7 ,  a t  7 3 3 - 8 1 1 . 
90.  See QUAD-\G \'0,  supra note 67 ,  e� t  1 07 - 1 1 5 . 
9 1 .  Wechsler, sup;·a note 2, � t  3 4 .  
9 2 .  4 5 1 U . S .  1 00 ( 1 9S i ) .  
9 3 .  !d. a t  i 02. 
94.  /d. at  i ! 9-20. 
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fai lure to  prove racial ly discriminatory intent foreclosed the  b lack cit i ­
zens '  equal protection claim.95  
The Court rej ected the pla int iffs ' Thirteenth Amendment chal­
lenge as wel l  by framing the contest as an ordinary conflict between 
private in terests fa l l ing within t h e  c i ty 's  d iscre t i o n :  
Whether the individual privacy i n terests  o f  the [wh ite ]  residents . . , cou-
pled with the interest in safety, should be considered strong enough to overcome 
the more general interest in the usc of \Vest Dr ive as a thoroughfare is the type 
of question that a multitude of local governments must resolve every day. Be­
cause there is no basis for concluding that the interests favored by the city in its 
decision were contrived or pretextua l , the D istrict Court correctly concluded that 
it had no authority to review the wisdom of the city's policy decision.96 
The Court d iscounted the barrier's "symbolic s ign ificance" by expla in­
i ng the racial separation as an unavoidable consequence of the c i ty's 
race-neutral obligation to protect the res idents' private i nteres ts : 
[T]he inconvenience of the (black] drivers is a function of where they l ive 
and where they regularly drive - not a function of their race . . . . Because ur­
ban neighborhoods are so frequently characterized by a common ethnic or racial 
heritage, a regulation's adverse impact on a particular neighborhood will often 
have a d isparate effect on an identifiable ethnic or racial group. To regard an 
inevitable consequence of that kind as a form of stigma so severe as to violate the 
Thirteenth Amendment would trivialize the great purpose of that charter of 
freedom.97 
The Court went on to reprimand the black complainants for seek­
ing to take advantage of their race to impose upon the private i nterests 
of their white neighbors: " (p] roper respect for the dignity of the resi­
dents of any neighborhood requi res that they accept the same burdens 
as well as the same benefits of cit izenship regardless of their rac ia l  or 
ethnic origin . "98 In the Court ' s  view, the black citizens' equal i ty de­
mands showed their ignorance of the priority paradigm and their re­
fusal to respect the l iberty rights of property owners. Thus, the Court 
interpreted the Constitution to permit a city "to carve out racial  en­
claves"99 by transforming this imposit ion of power into protectable pri­
vate interests . 
9 5 .  !d. 
96. !d. at 1 27 .  
9 7 .  !d. at  1 28 .  
9 8 .  !d. 
99 .  !d. at 1 3 6 ( Marshal l ,  J . ,  d iss e n t i n g ) .  
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Advocates of the prior ity paradigm might  respond to this objection 
by point ing out that respect ing l iberty benefits  everyone, both black 
and white, and therefore u l timately promotes raci a l  just ice. But ,  as the 
examples of employment and hou s i n g  r e flec t .  the prior i ty  paradigm 
benefits w h i te people more.  One reason for t h i s  <! dv,:: n tagc i s  t h a t  blacks 
in Americ:J. st i l l  have less prestige, educat ion ,  w c :J. ! t h ,  and power to pro­
tect from government in terferencc. 1 00 
Another, more subtle,  reason why white people's preferences are 
privileged is because they seem neutral and normal ,  and not l i ke racial 
preferences at a l l .  Behaviors and characterist ics associated w i th whites 
are perceived as composing a race-neutral cu l tu ra l  norm. 1 01 White peo­
ple's choices that meet the norm are considered superior to black peo­
ple's choices that fai l  to comply with the norm. In addit ion, whites' 
racial prejudices are often rendered benign by expla in ing them as ac­
ceptable personal or  cultural preferences . 102 This background makes it 
seem fai r  when courts apply the priority parad igm, upholding white 
choices and rejecting black ones as a color-bl ind judgment. 
An exchange I had at  the American Association of Law Schools 
annual meeting last year i l lustrates this  problem. A workshop on femi­
nist approaches to new reproductive technologies centered on embryo 
donation, in  which an  embryo created by the egg and sperm of one 
couple using in  vitro ferti l ization i s  donated to another couple or a s in­
gle woman . 1 03 During the discussion, I argued that any eva luation of 
the ethics of embryo donation should take into account the way in 
which race affects the value we place on embryos and the choices made 
by the parties involved . 
Another participant responded that he fa i led to see any problem 
since white couples could use embryos received from white donors and 
black couples could use embryos received from black donors. According 
to this  view, protecting each individual's l iberty to engage in embryo 
donation satisfies the goal of equal treatment as wel l .  In  my view, on 
1 00 .  See supra notes 40-46 and accompa nying text .  
1 0 1 .  See generally R ichard Delgado, Shadowboxing: A n  Essay on Power, 7 7  CORNELL L 
R Ev . 8 1 3  ( 1 992)  (argu ing that  e mpowered parties often prefer  objective rules because they have 
a l ready i nscr ibed their preferences in the culture so that they now appear objectively "true" ) ;  
M a tsuda, supra note 2 1 ,  at  1 3 29  (explain ing h o w  employers often j udge employees' accents ac­
cording to a biased cu l tura l  norm).  
1 02 .  See W I L LI AMS, supra note 2 2; Wil l i ams, supra note 34 ,  at  544 (descr ib ing the 
" [q ) u iet ly racist  aesthet ic  in which the status quo !s made na tu r�l l " ) .  
1 0 3 .  See ROBERTSO�<. CHILDREN OF CHO I C E ,  supra note 2 5 ,  a t  8 - 9 .  
. j • 
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the  other hand ,  deeply embedded beliefs about black i n fer ior ity and 
whi te  superiority are  l ikely to have a detrimental impact on the mar­
ket ing of genetic materia l . 1 04 The market wi l l  privi lege white prefer­
ences and products while discount ing black ones ,  thereby rein forcing 
the preexist ing racial h ierarchy.  
A. Neu tralizing Wh ite Preferences 
Barbara Flagg's work on "white transparency" helps to explain 
the neutral izing of whi te preferences. In a recent art icle ,  Flagg tel ls the 
story of two sisters, Yvonne and Keisha,  who were both denied promo­
t ions on the basis of race . 10e> Yvonne,  an accountant in  a major fi rm,  
was  the  victim of relatively straightforward discriminat ion :  her  record­
keeping practices were s ingled out for special scrutiny because she is 
black.  Keisha's research fi rm, on the other hand , expla ined that 
Keisha's Afrocentric personal  style made her cultura l l y  i ncompatible 
with the researchers she would supervise. Flagg characterizes Keisha's 
cultural disqua l ification as a form  of racial discr imination that stems 
from the "transparency phenomenon" :  
W hite people externa l ize race. For most w h i tes, most o f  t h e  t i me, to  t h i n k  o r  
speak about race is  t o  th ink o r  speak about people of color, o r  perhaps,  a t  t imes,  
to reflect on oneself (or other w h it es)  in relation to people of col o r .  But we tend 
not to think o f  ourselves or our racial cohort as racia l ly  d istinctive. W hites'  "con­
sciousness" of w h i teness is predo m i n a n t l y  unconsciousness of whi teness.  We per­
ceive and i nteract with other wh ites as i ndividuals who have no s ignificant racial  
characteristics. In the same vein,  the w h i te person is  unl ikely to see or describe 
himsel f in  racial  terms, perhaps in  part  because his w h i te peers do not regard 
him as raci a l l y  dist inctive. Whiteness i s  a t ransparent quality when w h i tes inter­
act w i t h  whites i n  the absence of  people of  color.  Whiteness atta ins opacity,  be­
comes a pparent to the white m i nd, only i n  relation to,  and i n  contrast  with,  the  
"color" of  nonwhites. 106 
Flagg points out that Keisha wi l l  have more difficulty than Yvonne 
even framing a disparate treatment claim under Title V II .  H er firm's 
t ransparently white decision making does not fit as easi ly within the 
1 0-l. See Doroth y  E. Roberts, The Gene1ic Tie, 62  U. Cl l l .  L. R E v  209  ( 1 99 5 )  (discussing  
the role of race in  the lega l  and soc ia l  mean ing of genetic relatedness ) .  
l 05 .  Barbara J .  Flagg, Fashioning a Tille VJJ Remedy for Transparenrly While Subjecrive 
Decisionmaking, l 04 YALE LJ 2009, 2009- 1 2  ( 1 99 5 ) .  
1 06 .  !d. at  20 1 3  (quot ing Barbara J .  Flagg, "Was Blind B u r  Now I See ": While Race 
Consciousness and rhe Requiremenr of Discriminarory lnrenl ,  9 1  M ICH. L. R Ev.  9 5 3 ,  970 
( 1 993 ) ) .  
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Court 's  i nterpretat ion of discriminatory inten t . 1 07 While Yvonne can 
argue that her employer trea ted her d ifferent ly  than simi larly si tuated 
white employees, Keisha's cla i m  is that "though she was t reated i n  the 
same manner as others , the standard appl ied to all employees is one 
that sy::;tema t ica l iy  advantages whi tes . " 1 08 I t  is un l ikely tha t courts re-
. • 
'/ • h • I • . ' 1 1 I h '  � l l ' v 1ew: n g  t\. e t s  . .  a s c:orn p r a J D t  w 1  see tne  w I teness o t  1 e r  emp oyer s 
dec i s i o n . 
The neutra l iz ing of  whi te preferences helps to maintain housing 
segregation as wel l .  A recen t  study conducted by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago concluded that " [w] hi te mortgage appl icants with 
bad credit  histories were on ly  half as l ike ly to be rejec ted for loans as 
black or H ispanic appl icants wi th s imilar credit  records ." 109 The re­
searchers found that ,  among appl icants who were sixty or more days 
overdue on other debts, only nine percent of white appl icants were d is­
approved , compared to eighteen percent of the black and H ispanic ap­
pl icants . 1 1 0  Despite th is  stark racial  disparity, the study's author, Wil­
l iam C .  Hunter ,  attributed the results to a "cultural gap" between 
white loan officers and minority appl icants rather than racism. 1 1 1  White 
loan officers are apparently more wi l ling to give white appl icants a 
break: 
"It  may be unconscious;  they j u st may make an extra cal l ;  they know w here 
the person works or where they l ive," M r .  H u nter said.  The same loan officer 
may not make this extra effort for a minority appl icant ,  he added, possibly  be­
cause a white loan officer might be less l ikely to know the neighbors or employers 
of black applicants . 1 1 2  
The study's conclusion echoed those remarks: "These findings are 
consistent with the existence of a cultural affinity between white lend­
ing officers and white appl icants, and a cultural gap between white loan 
officers and marginal minority applicants ." 1 1 3  
1 07 .  !d. a t  20 1 4 . 
l 0 8 .  !d. at 2 0 1 8 . Flagg a lso demonstrates that  technical  barriers would also foreclose 
K eisha's d isparate impact cla im.  !d. at 2025-30.  
1 09 .  Keith Bradsher, A Second Fed Bank Swdy Finds Disparilies in Alor1gage Lending, 
N.Y Tt\t i S , Ju ly  1 3 , 1 99 5 ,  at D l ; see also Peter J. Leahy,  rlre Racial Faclors lmpor1an1 for 1he 
Allocalion of iv!ongage Money?, 44 A�t. J .  ECON. & Soc.  1 8 5 ,  1 9 3 ( 1 9 8 5 )  ( " [ E] ven when neigh­
borhoods appear to be s imi lar  on every major mortgage- lending cri ter ion except race, mortgage­
lend ing outcomes :ue s t i l l  unequa l . " ) .  
1 1 0.  Bradsher, supra note 1 09,  a t  D i .  
I l l . !d. at D I S . 
1 1 2 .  !d. 
1 1 3 . !d. 
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The  study obscured the  racism i n  loan officers' decisions by attr ib­
ut ing them to culture .  This repackaging of a s ignificant economic harm 
to  black appl ica n ts makes the discr imination seem l ess pe r n ic ious .  This 
i s  particularly true in  l ight of the broad societal preference for w h i t e  
culture.  S e e i n g  t h e  d c n i a i  o f  black a ppl ications as  the product of  cul­
tural d ivergence� tzt ther  than racisill , rnay make a d i fference i:� the 
ongoing congre:::.sior: a l  de bate o v e r  Republican proposa l s  to '.veaker. fed·· 
era! laws proh ibiti ng discriminatory lendin g .  U n l i ke racism, "cultural  
affinity" does n o t  a ppea r to interfere with racia l  equ a l i t y .  
These examples i l l ustrate h o w  white people's personal preferences 
are privi l eged according to a norm that is t ipped decidedly in their 
favor. These preferences do not seem to confl ict with racia l  equal i ty ,  
even when they impede b lack people's economic '.velfare ,  because the 
norm is considered race-neutral .  W hite people 's  discr i mi natory actions 
are presumed to be a product o f  ind ividual choice or cultural affini ty, 
rather than racial h ierarchy ,  and t herefore entitled to  protect ion .  By 
guarding their i ndividu a l  l i berty, the law permits private employers, 
landlords, and lenders to exclude blacks from pos i t ions reserved for 
whites only .  
B. Discounting Black Preferences 
The priority paradigm benefits whites not only because wh i te peo­
ple's choices are privi leged, but a lso because black people's choices are  
devalued. 
1 .  Lacking A utonomy 
Ra ci s t  ideology once defined black people as "those who [have] no 
wi l l ." 1 1 4  Nineteenth-century d iscourse portrayed blacks as incapable of 
choosing at a l l ,  o r  at  l east as  i ncapable of choosing wise ly .  Predominant  
images of blacks as chi ldl ike, dependent, and irrat ional a l l  concern 
their inabi l i ty to make autonomous decisions . 1 1 15 It  is no acc iden t that 
these raciai stereotypes go hand in  hand with the priority paradigm and 
its preference for white people's choices . 
Even today, commentators d e fend legal rules that privi lege vvhites'  
l i 4 . PATRICIA J .  WI LLL \�IS, O n  Being rhe Objeci of Properry, i n  T H E  A LCHEMY O F  R.'.CE 
AND RIG HTS, supra note 22, at 2 1 6 , 2 1 9 .  
1 1 5 .  L EON F.  LITWACK,  N O RTH OF SLAVE RY: T !-! E  N E G R O  I N  THE F R E E  STATES, 1 790- ! 8 60 ,  
a t  223 -26 ( 1 96 i ) : R o c: r. LD T A K A K I .  j R O N  CAGES R A C E  AND CLiLTURE IN  1 9TH-C E N T U R Y  
AI\! ERICA l 09- 1 2 8 ( 1 979)  (discussing the ideology of t h e  ''black chi ld/savage"). 
,, 
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i ndiv idual  l i berty over bl acks' socia l  equal i ty in paterna l ist ic terms,  ar­
guing that the  rule i s  for b lacks' own good . Welfare reformers contend 
that cutting off benefits for ch i ldren born to women on welfare is  i n  
black fami l ies '  own  interests because these tough measures a r e  neces­
sary to end the i r  welfare dependen c; -' H l Opponents of hate speech reg­
u la t ions claim that the free ai ring o f  ;-acist  remarks ben e fl ts blacks be­
cause hatefu l  speech s e rves as a press:_t rc valve for bigots, ant i racism 
ruies wi i l  be appl ied against minor i t ies .  and restr ictions on speech h in ­
der  soc ia l  reform efforts . 1 1 7  
2 .  Failing t o  Conform 
Contemporary soc ie ty has  largely abandoned the assumption that 
black people are ent irely incapable of rat ional decis ion making . l l8 
Rather,  blacks are more l ikely to be b lamed for the choices they 
make. 1 19 Just as white choices are preferred accord i ng to a t ra nspar­
ently wh i te norm, black choices are rejected for fa i l ing to conform to 
the norm. 1 20 Many whi tes expla in  blacks' persistent poverty and 
powerlessness as the resul t  of b lack individuals '  own choices rather 
than inst i tut ional  i nequi t ies . 1 2 1  They attr ibute black people 's  depriva­
t ion to cultural  l i festyles that deviate from mainstream cul ture. 1 22 
In  1 965 ,  Dan iel Patrick Moynihan ,  for example ,  popul arized the  
theory that the black fami ly's divergence from the white mode l  fami ly  
was the fundamental  cause of black people's predicament . 1 23 According 
to Moynihan ,  "the Negro community has been forced into a matr iar­
chal structure which, because it i s  so out of l i ne  with the rest of the 
American society, seriously retards the  progress of the group as a 
whole . " 124 
During the Reagan era,  Charles Murray argued in Losing Ground 
that black Americans' deviance stemmed from their own rationa l  re-
1 1 6 .  See. e.g., CHARLES MuRR.\ Y. LOSil'G G ROU?'D: AO\t E R ICA'i S O C I A L  PoLICY 1 950· 1 980 
( 1 984) .  
1 1 7 .  Delgado & Y u n ,  supra n o t e  28 ,  at 876- 77 (describ i n g  a nd refut ing four paternal ist ic  
uguments oppos i n g  campus a n tiracism rules ) .  
1 1 8 . See YouNG, supra note 2 3 ,  at 1 40 (arguing that  " t h e  dichotomy between reason a n d  
the body is no l o nger so tirmly t ied to groups" ) .  
1 1 9 .  See infra notes 1 2 3 -30  and accom p a n y i n g  t e x t .  
1 20.  See Flagg, supra note 1 05 .  
1 2 1 .  See infra notes 1 23 - 3 0  and accompanying t e x t .  
1 2 2 .  See infra notes 1 23 - 3 0  a n d  accompa n y i ng t e x t .  
1 23 .  See OFFICE  OF P L\ '-:'II 'iG & PoucY R eSEARCH, U.S. D E P'T O F  LAHOR.  THE NEGRO 
FAM I LY:  THE CASE FOR NATIONA L t\ CTION 5 - 1 4  ( 1 96 5 ) .  
1 24. !d. a t  29. 
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sponses to welfare i ncentives .U5  Murray c la imed that we lfare programs 
such as Aid to Fami l ies with Dependent Ch i ldren d iscouraged recipi­
ents from working and encouraged them to have babies out of wed­
lock . 1 26 The view that ecoDomic dispar it ies  can be traced to deviant  
bl ack culture and ind iv iduals '  patholog i c a l  l i festyles in spires current 
\vcl fare reform proposals  d i re·::: ted a t  ch::: n g i n g  '.vc lfa r e  reci pients '  be­
h avior i nstead of changing social  and economic systems . 1 27 
This  belief i n  b lack responsib i l i ty fo r the  effects of racism borrows 
from the long-standing ideology that b lames the poor, because of their  
dependence mental i ty ,  devia n t  fa m i l y  s t r u c t u r e ,  and other cu l tura l  de­
pravities, for their povertyY8 The rhetoric describ ing the undeserv ing 
poor, a l though encoded i n  race-neutral language, is increasing ly  rac ia l ­
i zed . 129 Americans conjure up the image of Wi l l i e  Horton and black 
"welfare queens" when they discuss the "underclass ,"  whose i n tracta­
ble poverty stems from their own deplorable behavior rather than socie­
ta l  condit ions . 1 30 
In employment discrimination cases, courts have refused to affirm 
black employees' persona l  choices that conflict with predominantly 
white workplace norms . 1 3 1 Courts have frequently d isregarded the ra­
cial ly disproportionate effect of employment practices if the d isadvan­
taged employees could have chosen to abide by the rules . 1 32 
In Rogers v. American Airlines, 133 for example, a b lack woman 
who wore her ha ir  in  cornrows chai lenged her employer's prohibit ion 
against wearing braids on the job based on the pol icy's racia l l y  d ispro­
portionate impact . 1 3·i The court rej ected her c la im because the an-
1 2 5 .  See MURRAY,  supra n o t e  1 1 6 .  
1 26 .  !d. at 2 2 8 - 3 3 .  
1 27 .  See Backer, supra not e 1 2 . 
1 28 .  See generally JOEL F. H A C'DLER & Y E HE S K E L  1-! .-\SENFELD. THE M O R A L  CONSTRUC­
TIO:-; OF POVERTY: W ELFARE R EFORI.l I :--i !\�!ERICA ( 1 99 1 ) : M I CHAEL B. KATZ, T H E  UNDESERVI :"/G 
POOR fROM THE WAR ON POVERTY TO THE WAR ON \VELFA R E  ( 1 98 9 ) .  
1 29 .  See C a l  more, Racialized Space, supra n o t e  8 9 ,  a t  i 246- 50. 
1 30 .  See.  e.g. , M ichael Kei th  & i\f a lcolm Cross, Racism and the Postmodern City, in RA­
CISM,  THE CITY AND THE STATE I ,  2 ( M a lcolm Cross & M. i chae l Keith cds . ,  1 99 3 )  (quot ing a 
pamph let written by C h a rles M u rray that states " ( w ] hen I use the term ' u nderclass' I am i ndeed 
focussing on a certai n  type of poor person d e fi n ed not by his condition . . .  , but by his deplorable 
behavior in response to that cond i tion" ) .  
1 3 1 .  Flagg, supra note 1 05 ,  a t  2 0 2 8 ;  J uan F.  Perea, Erh n icity and Prejudice: Reevaluating 
"Narional Origin " Discrimination Under Title V!l, 35 \V�1. & MARY L R E v. 8 0 5  ( 1 994) .  
1 3 2 .  Flagg, supra note 1 05 ,  at 2 0 2 8 .  
1 3 3 .  5 2 7  F. S u p p .  2 2 9  ( S . D . N Y. 1 9 8 1 ) . 
1 34 .  !d. at  2 3 1 .  T h e  prohibit ion  of cornrows i n  t h e  workplace i s  w idespread . Paulette M .  
Caldwel l .  A Hair Piece: Perspectives on  the  Intersection of Race and Gender, ! 99 !  DUK E LJ. 
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t ibraid pol icy appl ied equa l ly  to members of a l l  races and did not con­
cern an immutable feature . 1 35 The court reasoned that  Roger's dispute 
resu lted from her own grooming choice: in  contrast to a ban on Afro or 
"natura l" ha irstyles, the no-braid rule a ffected an "eas i ly  changed 
characterist ic ." 1 36 The court poin ted out t h a t  the a i rl i n e even pe rmitted 
Rogers to conform to its s tandc:,rds by h i d i n g  her b r a i d s  with  a 
h a i r p i ece during working hours . 137 Although it never reached the ques­
tion , the court opined that  the airl ine 's  objective to "p roject a conserva­
tive and business- l ike image" qual ified as a bona fide business 
purpose . 1 38 
The Rogers decision i l lustrates how courts require black employees 
to ass imilate their choices to whites '  cul tura l  expectations in order to 
keep their jobs .  Paul ette Caldwel l ' s  reaction to reading about the deci­
sion emphasizes th is  denigration of black people's private choices and 
culture :  
Whether motivated by politics, ethnic pride, health, or vanity, I was out­
raged by the idea that an employer could regulate or force me to explain some­
thing as personal and private as the way that I groom my hair. I resented the 
implication that I could not be trusted to choose standards appropriate for the 
workplace and that my right to work could be conditioned on my disassociation 
with my race, gender, and culture. Mostly I marveled with sadness that some­
thing as simple as a black woman's hair continues to threaten the social, politi­
cal, and economic fabric of American life . 1 39 
The court did not question whether the a ir l i ne's ,  as  well as  i ts own, 
conception of a "business- l ike image" is based on a white employee 
wear ing a hai rstyle derived from white culture.  
Conservatives s imilarly expla in  residential  segregation as wh ite 
people's reasonable reaction to blacks' ant isocial l ifestyle and detrimen­
tal i mpact on property values .  The solut ion to segregated hous ing ,  ac­
cord ing  to this view, i s  for black people to change their persona l  behav­
ior . 140 As Nathan Glazer recent ly  commented in his crit ique of 
365, 366; see also Fast-Food Workers Allowed to Wear Braids, N.Y. Ttl.tES, Sept.  3 ,  1 995,  a t  20 
(describ ing three black students' fight to wear their hair in  cornrows to work at restaurant  a fter a 
manager  banned the ha i rstyle as unsanita ry) . 
1 35 .  527  F. Supp. at 23 1 .  
1 36 .  !d. 
1 3 7 .  Jd. at 233 .  
1 3 8 .  !d. 
1 39 .  Caldwell ,  supra note 1 34 ,  at 367 .  
1 40. Nathan Glazer, A Tale of Two Cities, NEw R EPCBLlC,  Aug. 2 ,  1 99 3 ,  at  40. See gen­
erally Calmore, Racialized Space, supra note 89 ,  at 1 240-43 (discussing conservative and l i beral 
cr i t iq ues of DOUG LAS S MASSEY & NANCY A 0 E NTO!', AMERICAN APARTH E I D  ( 1 99 3 ) ) .  
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A merican Apartheid, racial segregation w i l l  d isappear when African 
Americans'  "behavior that i nduces [white] motives of res i s tance or 
avoidance i s  reduced." 1 4 1  
Massey and Denton themselves display a s imilar bel ief  in  the i r  ex­
planation of the process that produced isolated and impoverished ghet­
tos. They attribute the racial ized concentration of poverty not only to 
blacks' socia l ,  economic, and polit ical dislocat ion,  but to their cultural  
isolation as  well . 142 The authors c la im that blacks' spat ial  separation 
from whites has led to the development of a "culture o f  segrega­
t ion" - an "alternative status system . . .  that i s  defined in opposition 
to the basic ideals and values of American society . " 143 Th i s  opposi­
t ional culture, they argue, i s  responsible for pathological g hetto behav­
iors, such as teenage pregnancy, crime, and drug abuse, that retard 
blacks' progress . 144 
Massey and Denton attempt to dist inguish their culture-of-seg re­
ga tion thesis from conservative explanations of ghetto pathologies, such 
as  those pos i t ing an  autonomous, self-perpetuating culture of poverty .  
Unl ike the latter theory's c la im that  poverty i tse lf  spawns the in­
tergenerational transmiss ion of damaging behavioral traits ,  M assey and 
Denton trace ghetto culture to residential segregation: "It  i s  a culture 
that explains and legit imizes the socia l  and economic shortcomings of 
ghetto blacks, which are bui l t  into the ir  l ives by segregat ion rather 
than by personal fai l ings ." 14 �  
Yet the culture-of-segregation thesis shares with conservative a l ­
ternatives the v iew that  poor blacks' deviant behavior i s  a rat iona l  ad­
aptation to their harsh l iv ing conditions and that  the fai lure to conform 
to the dominant culture i s  to b lame for the ghetto's deteriora t ion . 146 
For Massey and Denton, blacks can escape the poverty stemming from 
their cultural isolation only by physical proximity to  whites, permitt ing 
their ass imilation to mainstream values . 147 
V. THE ILLUSION OF PRIVATE CHOI CES 
Separating l iberty from equality pretends that private in terests are 
! 4 1 .  Glazer, supra note 1 40,  at  40.  
1 42 .  MASSEY & D ENTON, supra note 83,  at 1 65- 1 8 1 .  
1 43 .  !d. at 1 67 .  
1 44. !d. a t  1 67 - 6 8 .  
1 45 .  ! d .  at 1 67 .  
1 46 .  See C a l  more, Raciali::ed Space, supra note 8 9 ;  Johnson,  supra note  8 9 .  
1 47 .  S e c  MASSEY & D ENTON ,  supra note 8 3 ,  at 1 84-8 5 .  
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untainted by state and social power when ,  in  fact ,  the two are quite 
related. Private choices are shaped and faci l i tated by social inst itutions 
and government actwn. 
A .  Private Choices and State  Action 
"'' � , ' . h '  . d '  ' d  1 ' • 1 ne process ot cou n ter oalancmg w1 1te m 1v1 ua s pnvate  inter-
ests against government programs that promote racial equa l i ty  sets up 
a false dichotomy between private choices on the one hand and govern­
ment action on the other. This aspect of the priority parad igm is part 
of another faulty legal paradigm that d iv ides human relat ions into a 
public sphere of pol i t ics and state power and a private sphere of the 
market and individual l iberty . 1 -18 The state action doctr ine,  which holds 
that most of the Constitution's guarantees protect citizens only from 
government action and do not restrict private actors, fol lows from this 
public/private d ichotomy. 149 Under the state action doctrine,  private 
c i t izens may i njure others in  ways that would be unconsti tut ional i f  
infl icted by  t h e  government . 11 '0 This  l imitat ion reflects the priority para­
digm: i t  protects the personai l iberty of private actors while restricting 
government action that might promote equal i ty .  
The public/private distinction has served as a principal device for 
exempting white people's racially discriminatory acts from constitu­
tional scrut iny .m White individuals' b iased decisions fal l  w i th in  the 
private sphere, protected by the guarantee of l iberty, and are therefore 
permissible .  Under this dichotomy, people generally remain  free to 
make racial ly based choices in their private socia l  and business rela-
1 48 .  See generally JENNI FER N E O E LSKY,  P R I V ATE PROPERTY A:--10 THE LIMITS O F  A M E R I C A N  
CONSTITUTION.-\ LISM: THE M A OISONI A N  FRAMEWORK A :--10 ITs LEGACY ( 1 990); Sympos ium,  The 
Public-Private Distinction. 1 3 0 U. PA. L REv .  1 2 8 9  ( 1 98 2 ) .  
1 49 .  See generally Symposium o n  the  State Action Doctrine, 1 0  CONST. COMMENTARY 309 
( 1 99 3 ) .  The prev a i l i ng conception of the Constitut ion , therefore, does not recognize a n y  affirma­
tive government obl iga t ion either to ensure the social conditions and resou rces necessary for indi­
vidual l i berty or to protect the i ndividual from degradat ion i nflicted by social forces other than t h e  
s t a t e .  See. e .g. , DeShaney v .  Win nebago County Dep't  o f  Socia l  Servs . ,  489 U . S .  1 8 9  ( 1 989 ) .  
In  a series of art icles,  Akhi l  R e e d  Amar advances an alternative t o  the state action doctrine 
based on the T h i rteenth A m endment,  w h ich expl icit ly applies to  private action.  See generally 
Akhi l  R .  A m a r, Remember !he Thirteenth ,  l 0 CONST. COMME:--ITA RY 403 ( 1 99 3 ) ;  A k h i l  R .  A m a r  
& D a n iel Widawsky, Child Abuse as  Slavery: A Thirteenth Amendment Response ro DeShaney,  
l OS HARV. L REV.  1 3 5 9  ( 1 992) ;  Akh i l  R .  A ma r, The Case of the Missing Amendmellls: R.A.V .  
v.  C i t y  of S t .  Pau l ,  1 06 H.\ R V .  L REv .  1 24 ( 1 992) ;  Akh i l  R .  A mar,  Fony A cres and a M11ie: A 
Republican Theory of Minimal Entiilements, 1 3  HARV.  J.L & Pun. PoL'Y 3 7  ( 1 990) .  
1 50 .  See Barbara R .  S nyder,  Private Motivmion, State Action and 1he A /local ion of Re­
sponsibilily for Fo11rteenth /imendment Violations, 75 COR ;-.I ELL L REv.  1 053 ,  i 05 6  ( 1 9 90) . 
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t ions without government i n terference. 162  Cla ims for rac ia l  equa l i ty 
must restrict their focus to government act ion within the publ ic sphere .  
Government action to e l iminate white domination i s  a lso  disadvan­
taged relative to private choices that maintain it by courts '  paradoxica l  
treatment of race in the publ ic  and private spheres . \Vh i l e  courts per­
mit private actors to take r a c e  into account to preserve their  s t a t us ,  
they forbid government actors from taking race i nto account to d i s m 2. n­
t le  racial h ierarchy . 1 53 Justice Potter Stewart succinct ly s tated this  rule 
in his  dissent ing opinion in  lv!innick v. California Department of Cor­
rections : "So far as the Constitut ion goes, a private person may engage 
in any racial discrimination he wants ,  . . .  but under the Equal Protec­
tion Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment a sovereign S tate may never 
do so ."uH The public and private realms are not subj ect  to equal scru­
tiny to detect racial discriminat ion .  
This separation of private choices from publ ic power often fa i l s  to 
recognize the ways in  which the government uses i ts  a uthor i ty to fort ify 
private relationships of power. We only realize that laws faci l i tate pri ­
vate action , and therefore see them as "state action ,"  when they seem 
to depart from the way the world i s  supposed to be. Thus,  "decisions 
that upset existing distributions are treated as 'act ion ' ;  decis ions that 
do not are thought to stay close to nature and thus to amount to no 
action at  a l l ." 1 156 Laws that promote the injury of one person by an­
other, such as acts of racial discrimination, often are treated as  a "neu­
tral background" and do not appear as i nstances of  state action . 1 66 
Scholar ly crit icism of the publ ic/private d ichotomy i n  First 
Amendment j urisprudence i l luminates the problem wi th  this d ist inc­
tion . Cass Sunstein,  for example, has crit icized courts '  fai lure  in First 
Amendment cases to acknowledge that legal structures res trict ing 
speech are government creations . 1 67 Al though Sunste in agrees that the 
First Amendment concerns only the exercise of state power, he argues 
1 5 2 .  See id. at  8- 1 2 . 
1 5 3 .  See id. 
1 54 .  4 5 2  U .S .  1 0 5 ,  1 28 ( 1 98 1 )  (Stewart ,  J . ,  dissenting) (citation omi t t ed ) .  
1 5 5.  Cass R .  Sunste in ,  Neu1rali1y in ConsTiT u Tional Law (wilh Special Reference To Por­
nography. AborTion. and Surrogacy), 92 Co LUM. L .  REv.  I ,  2 ( 1 992) ; see also CASS R. Su�STE II' . 
THE PARTIAL CoNSTITUTION 7 1 - 7  5 ( 1993)  (general ly discussing the state act ion doctr ine)  [here­
inafter SUNSTEIN, THE PARTIAL CONSTITUTIOC:] . 
1 56 .  Olsen,  supra note 24, a t  324-25 .  
1 5 7 .  See Cass  R.  Sunste in ,  Free Speech Now, 59 U.  CHI .  L R E V .  255 ,  263 -77  ( 1 99 2 ) ;  
SuNSTEIN, T H E  PARTIAL Coi'STITUTION, supra note I 5 5 ,  at 7 2- 74; see also C .  E D W I N  B A K E R ,  
ADV ERTISI NG A N D  A D EO!OCRATIC PR ESS 1 1 8-37  ( 1 994) (discussing how pr ivate power c a n  under­
mine press freedom ).  
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that state i nfringements of speech are often mistaken as permissible 
private actions .  The right of exclusive ownership in a te levision net­
work, for example,  i s  an exercise of public authority. Conversely,  the 
const itut ional constraints on the common law of l ibel can be seen as 
official sponsorship of speech,  since they compel those who are defamed 
to subsidize speech th rough the loss of the i r  own reputat ion . 1 58 
There i s  often a m o r e  di rect relationsh ip  between government and 
private i n fringement of free express ion .  As Mari  Matsuda notes, 
" [w] hen the state acts to suppress speech, i t  often uses private actors as 
a cover ." 1 59 She gives several examples of private and publ ic collus ion 
to s i l ence others - Ku Klux Klan and police cooperation i n  the post­
Reconstruction south ; private blackl ist ing at the behest of the FB I  dur­
ing the McCarthy era; officia l  acquiescence in P inkerton vio lence 
against striking workers . 160 Thus, the government i s  often impl icated in 
private s i lencing by its d irect cooperation or by granting to private cit i ­
zens the l egal  authority both to harm others through speech and to 
l imi t  the speech of others . 
S imil arly, when courts protect white preferences as private 
choices, they often ignore how those choices are shaped, supported, and 
even mandated by state authority .  By separating white private choices 
from government action, i t  appears that "discrimination . . .  [flows] 
from doing what comes naturally . " 1 6 1 Thus, a j udge attributed three 
centuries of elaborate state action enforcing  a rule of racial purity, i n  
1 5 8 .  Sunstein, supra note 1 5 7 ,  a t  274 .  These government-backed restrictions and promo­
tions of private speech have tended to benefit white e l i tes: "powerful actors l i ke government agen­
cies, the writers' lobby, i ndustries, and so on have general ly  been quite successful at  coin ing  free 
speech 'exceptions' to suit their  interest - l ibel ,  defamation, false advert is ing, copyright ,  plagia­
rism, words of threat, and words of monopoly, just to name a few ." R ichard Delgado & David 
Yun, The Neoconservative Case Against Hate-Speech Regulation - Lively, D 'Souza, Gates. 
Carter, and the Tough/ave Crowd, 47 VA'iD. L R Ev.  1 807, 1 8 1 6 ( 1 994 ) ;  see also N O RMAN L. 
ROSENBERG,  PROTECTI 1'G THE BEST M EN: A N  I N T E R P R ETIV E  H ISTORY OF THE LAW OF LIBEL 1 1  
( ! 986)  (describing how the in terests of el i te whites have shaped defamation law) ;  De lgado & 
Yun,  supra note 28 ,  at 8 8 3  ( " [T ]he  h istory of the First A mendment, as well as the  current land­
scape of  doctrinal exceptions, shows t hat i t  i s  far more valuable to the majority than to the minor­
ity . . . " ) .  Claims by less powerful groups for publ ic funding or government protection against 
hate speech ,  on the other hand, have been rejected. See, e.g. , R . A . V .  v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S.  
3 7 7  ( 1 992) ;  Rust v .  Su l l iva n ,  500 U .S.  1 7 3 ( 1 99 1 ) ;  Doe v .  University of Mich . ,  7 2 1  F. Supp. 8 5 2  
( E . D  M ich .  ! 9 89) .  
1 59 .  Matsuda, supra note 25 ,  at 1 2 . 
1 60.  /d. 
1 6 1 .  Roger Wi lk ins, The Case for ,-i.ffirnzative Action: Racism Has Its Privileges, 206 N A­
TION 409 ( 1 99 5 ) .  
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the form of antimiscegenation laws ,  statutory dc1 nit ions of race, and 
h · 1 d 1 62 h 
. , " � " •  I • h ""' d " 1 63 ot er rac1a co es, to t .e  · a rrangement or f-\ 1m1g1 ty vo . 
The Supreme Court in Plessy v. Fergu.soni34  val idated a Louisiana 
law that required racia l ly  segregated rai lway cars by ass igning legal­
i zed racial  separation to the private rea l rn .  The Court dismissed 
P lessy' s  equa l  protection cl::t irn be::.:8 1JS(; " [ i ] n  the  n a t u r e  of t hings [ the 
Fourteenth Amendment] could not  have been intended to a bolish d is­
tinctions based upon color, or to enforce social ,  as d ist inguished from 
political equal i ty ,  or a comming l i ng  of the two races upon terms unsat­
isfactory to either . " 165 The Court went on to dis t inguish between "laws 
interfering with the poli tical  equality of the negro and those requiring 
the separation of the two races in  schools ,  theaters, and rai lway car­
riages," as well as laws excluding b lacks from j uries . 1 66 
The Court categorized racial segregation as a social convention, 
when in fact the practice was required by law and subsidized by the 
state. After al l ,  the case arose because Plessy had been arrested and 
imprisoned for violating a state statute when he  sat in  a coach reserved 
for whites. The l aw was enforced not only against b lacks l ike Plessy, 
but also against white rai lway officia ls ,  "many of whom w ere displeased 
with the separate car law due to the increased expense of operation . " 167 
Moreover ,  Plessy, described as "of mixed descent, in the proportion of 
seven-eighths Caucasian and one-eighth African blood ," 168 was n ever­
theless assigned to the colored coach pursuant to Louisiana ' s  statutory 
definition of membership in  the white race.1 69 
As Neil Gotanda points out, the Court in earlier opinions "coul d  
have justified a decision requiring public accommodations t o  serve 
B lacks" by applying the existing common law duty to serve the public 
imposed on innkeepers, transportat ion providers, and places of public 
amusement . 170 I nstead of extending this common !a w rule to benefit 
black customers, however, "the Court created a protected private 
1 62 .  See A .  Leon H iggin botham, Jr .  & Barbara K. Kopytoff, Racial Purity and Interracial 
Sex in the Law of Colonial and An:ebellum Virginia, 77 G EO.  LJ. 1 9 67 ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  
1 63 .  Lovin g  v .  Virgin ia ,  3 8 8  U.S.  l ,  3 ( 1 967) (quoting opinion o f  t r i a l  court) . 
1 64 .  1 63 U . S .  5 3 7  ( 1 896) . 
1 6 5 .  !d. at 544.  
1 66 .  !d.  at 5 4 5 .  
1 67 .  H a rr is,  supra note 7 3 ,  a t  1 74 7 .  
1 68 .  1 6 3 U . S .  a t  5 3 8 .  
1 69 .  !d. Plessy claimed t h a t  t h e  refusal to s t a t  h i m  i n  a w h i t e  c a r ,  despite h i s  w h i t e  appear­
ance,  deprived him o f  his property i n terest in the reputa tion of  being w h i t e  w it hout due process of  
law. H a rris .  supra note 73,  a t  1 747-50 ;  see 1 6 3 U.S.  a t  5 4 8 .  
1 7 0 .  G otanda,  mpra note 1 7 , a t  1 3  ( d iscussing t h e  Civil Righ ts Cases, 1 09 U . S .  3 ( l 8 8 3 ) ) .  
J' 
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sphere, placed innkeepers and guests within i t ,  and  thereby made  avai l­
able a r ight to d iscriminate . " 1 7 1  By label ing innkeepers' decisions pri­
vate, the Court ignored its own action of rest r i c t i ng the common law's  
reach to exclude blacks . T h i s  inv is ib le s tate act ion then served as the 
backdrop for the  subsequent Plessy decision ho ld ing  that  segregated 
fac i l i t ies w e re � social convent ion ,  rather than po ! i t tcal repression . 1 72  
Similar lv , i n  t h ei r  studv of resident ia l  s e £ re ga tion in i\.merica .J ,.1 �- '-" ' 
Massey and Denton describe how the federal government assisted pri-
vate brokers and bankers in creating urban ghettos . 173 Res ident ia l  seg­
regation was no more a natural part of the American way of l i fe before 
1 900 than were segregated public accommodations . 174 By World V/ar  
I I ,  however, there was  widespread agreement among whi te  residents to  
keep blacks out of  the i r  neighborhoods through harassment, t error, col­
lusion with real estate brokers, and, if these tactics fai led ,  flight to the 
suburbs. 171; Federal housing  po licy ratified this private racial d iscrimi­
nation by excluding blacks from mortgage programs; the government 
inst i tuted "redl ining" procedures that were a lso adopted by private 
banks . 176 During the 1 9 50s and 1 960s ,  urban renewal razed s lums that 
were adjacent to white ne ighborhoods and relegated poor b lacks to 
h igh-density housing proj ects concentrated in  isolated ghettos . 177  Thus, 
by 1 970 ,  "blacks in  all northern  cit ies were more l ikely to l ive with 
other African Americans than with whites . " 178 
At the same time, local land use regulat ions made i t  physical l y  
and  economical ly impossible to provide low-income housing  i n  white 
areas .  Southern Burlington NAA CP v .  Township of Mount Laure/,119 
for example, involved a chal lenge to a municipal ity's regulatory scheme 
that excluded certa in types of dwel l ings and l imited lot and bui ld ing 
s ize ,  effectively preventing poor blacks and Hispanics from l iv ing i n  the 
1 7 1 .  !d. 
1 7 2 .  M y  u nderstanding of the Court 's  jus tifi.cation of  segregated facil it ies benefited from a 
conversation with Professor Joseph Singer, H arvard Law Schoo l .  On the debate over the  i mpact of 
P/essy, sec CHARLES A .  LOFG R EN ,  THE PLESSY CASE:  A LEGAL- H ISTORICAL I NTERPRETATION 
( 1 98 7) (arguing that  Plessy affi rmed the a lready exist ing separate but equal doctri ne ,  scientific 
theories of racial d i !Tcrcncc, and notions of equal i ty) . 
1 7 3 .  M ASSEY & D ENTON, supra note 8 3 ,  at 1 7-59 ;  see also Q UADAG NO, supra note 6 7 ,  at 
90-92, 1 1 0- 1 5 . 
1 74 .  MASSEY & DENTOi'i, supra note 8 3 ,  a t  1 9 . 
1 7 5 .  !d. at 49-50.  
1 7 6 .  !d.  a t  5 1 - 5 5 .  
1 7 7 .  !d. at 5 5-57 .  
1 7 8 .  !d. at 48 . 
1 7 9 .  336  A.2d 7 ! 3 , 7 1 6  (N .J . ) ,  cen. denied, 423  U . S .  808 ( 1 97 5 )  
j 
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township .  Although the Nevv Jersey Supreme Court inva l idated the re­
strictive ord i nance, the parties remained embroiled in  l i t igat ion for sev­
eral years. 1 80 
Black people's consp iracy theories may be a soph ist ica ted way of 
u nderst a n d i n g  how supposed ly  natural  macroeconomic forces work con­
s istent ly to benefi t  wea l thy white peopl e's i nterests and to d isadvan tage 
b lacks . The surrounding devastation leads many blacks to d isbel ieve 
the existence of a neutral market regulat ing purely private i n terests. 
Regina Austin points out that  much of ant i.bl ack conspiracy theor i zing  
concerns a mercant i le  theme that " reflects ordinary blacks' u nderstand­
ing  of mass capita l i sm and their lack of control over corporate mer­
chandisers . " 1 8 1 A typical example i s  the condemnation of white  bus i ­
nesses for attempting the wholesale destruction of urban black 
communities by infusing them with drugs and guns and by se l l ing haz­
ardous consumer products to their residents . 1 82 
Although Austin warns of the dangers of such theoriz ing without 
adequate empirica l  foundation, she i nterprets these economic conspir­
acy theories as  a reading of contemporary property relat ions :  
At the  core of  such conspiracy theorizing is an  understanding that, while 
private (nonstate-owned) property is l argely held, not individually, but collec­
tively or corporately, it still does not work to blacks' mutual advantage. "Con­
spiracies" explain " [h ] ow (there can) be private things . . .  in a situation i n  
which almost everything around u s  is functionally inserted into larger institu­
tional schemes and frameworks of all kinds, which nonetheless belong to some­
body . . . . " And those somebodies are most definitely not black . 1 83 
Conspiracy theorizing may be ordinary black people's way of expla in­
ing the relat ionship between seem ing ly obj ective macroeconomic forces , 
major institutions, and soc ia l  structures and the private concerns of 
white somebodi es .  
The Constitution safeguards the private market interests of el i te 
businesses and property owners from publ ic encroachment,  yet the 
market itself " i s  not a freestanding, natural phenomenon,  but consists 
1 80 .  See Southern Burl ington Ci ty  NAACP v. Townsh ip  of J\l t .  Laure l ,  4 5 6  A . 2d 390 
(N.J .  1 98 3 ) ;  Anthony DePalma,  Mount Laurel: Slow, Painful Progress, N . Y .  TI M ES,  May l ,  
1 988 ,  Section l 0 ,  a t  1 ;  see also DAVID L .  KIRP ET AL., OuR TowN RACE, Housil'o'G,  AND THE 
SouL OF SuBURBIA ( 1 99 5 ) .  
1 8 1 .  Austin,  supra note 60, a t  1 03 3 .  
1 8 2 .  !d. at  1 034 .  
1 8 3 .  /d. (quoting fREDERIC JAMESON, THE GEOPOLITICAL AESTH ETIC: C J N DtA A l'o' D  SPACE 
IN THE WORLD SYSTEM 1 1  ( 1 9 9 2 ) ) .  
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of rules defi ned by law and backed by the power of the state . " 184 Rec­
ognizing fhis relationship should make us less concerned with whether 
or not d iscr i mi natory act ions are private, and more interested in the 
effect of  c a l l i ng them private .  Fran Olsen's crit icism of the public/pri­
vate cl i d:otomy helps to explain why i t  is  to wh ites '  advantage to char­
acterize t hci  r <:: h oices a s  private .  
" Private· ·  is  n o t  a natural attr ibute nor descript ive i n  a factual sense,  but  rather 
is a pol i t i c a l  a n d  conte s t a b l e  d esi g n a tion.  Thus,  for me,  the topic [of the  sympo­
siu m ,  " Private Power and the Const i tut ion"]  suggests such questions as, " \V hat 
does the pe rson who wields power gain by successfully characterizing his power 
as 'private" '/ " '  and "What  role does our written Constitution play in that 
advantage 'l "  
One of the main things a power-holder gains from successfully character iz­
ing h is power as "private" is a degree of legit imacy and immu nity from 
a t tack -' 8' 
Finding that "private" i s  a disputable label changes the constitu­
tional inquiry. Our task should not be to calibrate the degree of private 
or state participation in acts of  power, but to examine how acts of 
power promote or impede citizens' freedom. 1 86 In addition to Olsen's 
questions, we should ask:  I s  the state perpetuating exist ing h ierarchies 
of power? Does the government's policy further al ienate h is torica l ly 
d ispossessed groups from society's privileges ? Asking such questions se­
verely weakens the primacy of private choices and the priority para­
digm begins to crumble .  
B. Private Choices and Social Power 
Counterbalancing whites' private choices against black equal i ty 
a lso presumes that these choices may be isolated from unjust social 
1 8 4 .  J�:nnifer Nedelsky, Reconceiving A utonomy: Sources, Thoughts and Possibilities, 1 
YALE J .L & fEMINISM 7 ,  1 8  ( 1 98 9 ) .  
1 8 5 .  Olsen, supra note 2 4 ,  a t  3 1 9 ;  see also Gotanda, supra note 1 7 , a t  1 3  (noting that  
"des ignat ion of a n  activity as publ ic  or pr ivate is  a normative process") ; Dorothy  E .  Roberts, Rust  
v. S u l l ivan and the Control of Knowledge, 6 1  Gw. WAS!·! L.  REv.  587 ,  604 ( 1 99 3 )  (not ing the 
"case wi th  which the [Tit le  X ]  regu lat ions can be characterized as a mere fa i lu re to subsidize 
a bortion counsel ing or as the aftirmat ivc manipula tion of women's choices") .  Olsen 's other works 
on the publ ic/private dist inction inc l ude Frances E. Olsen, The Myth of State fll lervention in the 
Family, 1 8  U MICH.  J .L .  REF. 8 3 5  ( 1 985 ) ;  Frances E. Olsen, The Family and the A!arket: A 
Study of ideology and Legal Reform, 96 H A R V .  L. R Ev 1 497  ( 1 98 3 ) .  
1 86 .  See Robin  West, Progressive and Conservative Constitu tionalism, 8 8  M ICH .  L. R EV.  
64 1 ,  693  ( 1 990) ("The targeted evi l  is not  irrat ional  state act ion,  but state action or  i naction, 
rational or not, . . that perpetuates the damag ing socia l ,  economic, domestic, or  private domina­
t ion of  some groups by others .") .  
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structures. One problem with this  v iew i s  i t s  faul ty understanding of  
the individua l .  Individuals are  not atomist ic beings who create their 
ident it ies apart from their  social  context . We form our personal i t ies ,  
i nterests ,  and opinions -- our sense o f  self- only i n  interact ion  wi th the 
community to which vi e belong .187  
M oreover, the i nd iv idual ' s  a b i l i ty to make autonomous decis ions i s  
circumscribed by the  materi a l  condi tions of her l i fe, inc lud ing her com­
munity . 188 The in terests o f  individuals  in dominant  groups include the ir  
stake i n  the ir  privi leged group sta tus . 1 8;, For members of subordinated 
groups, protect ing individ ua l  l i berty necessarily involves the s truggle  
for group l iberation. 190 
Kathryn Abrams sees the false separation of private cho ices from 
social power i n  courts' appl icat ion of  the  disparate trea tment standards 
in  Title VII cases .  
U nder the equality theory that informs disparate treatment law,  i ndividuals a r e  
formed prior to social  interaction. If  these i ndividuals a r e  perpetrators of dis­
crimination, they assume discriminatory atti tu des through ignorance, i rrational­
ity,  or conscious choice; i f  they are victims, they encounter these att itudes as 
impediments to their at least partial ly autonomous progress through the work­
place. I n  neither case do these atti tudes, i n  any i mportant sense, constitute the 
self-conception or subj ectivity of  those who hold them. Judges a nd advocates who 
embrace this  view make no effort to l ink discriminatory j udgments i n  the work­
place to those that operate outside, beyond observing that they may be a nimated 
by similar i gnorance or prejudiced i rrationality.191  
The priority paradigm's assumption that l i berty may be p i t ted against  
equality, as i f  they were two isolated values ,  ignores the relat ionsh ip  
between i ndividual choice and soc ia l  power. 
C. Preferring Private Remedies to Social Responsibility 
Separat ing private choices from social power also a ffects the way 
we understand social problems and the ir  solutions . This mode of th ink­
ing supports the view that each ind ividual i s  responsib le  for her own 
s ituation and not for that of others .  I t  therefore prefers private reme­
dies for individuals '  problems to collective respons ib i l i ty  for social  
condi t ions . 
1 8 7 .  See SA:-!DEL, supra n o t e  3 2 ;  West, supra note 6 1 .  
1 8 8 .  See Roberts, supra n o t e  24.  a t  1 480 .  
1 8 9 .  See H arris, supra note 7 3 .  
1 90. See Roberts, supra note 24 ,  a t  1 480 .  
1 9 1 .  Kathryn Abrams, Title VJJ and 1 h e  Complex Female Subject, 9 2  MICH.  L REv .  2479,  
2523-24 ( 1 994)  (c i tat ion omit ted) .  
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This privatJzmg of remedies for social problems is reflected in the 
fami ly's pol i t ical role . 1 92 Our view of soci a l  relat ions designates the pri­
vate family as the exclusive setting for caring relations between peo­
ple . 1 93 We look to the fami ly  alone to provide our economic as well as 
emot iona l  needs . 1 94 The private fami ly  a l so serves a more symbolic 
funct ion .  According to sociologist Steph::m i e  Coontz,  society's empathy 
ex tends on ly to people "whom we can imagine  as potent ia l  lovers or 
family members ." 1 9� American society's embrace of the private family 
as its model for socia l  accountabi l i ty i s  particularly devastating for 
black people. A merica's legacy of racial separation makes i t  especial l y  
difficult - if  no t  impossible - for most white Americans to imagine 
blacks as part of their fami ly .  As a result ,  the United States stands out 
among industrialized nations for its refusal  to provide generous public 
support for fami lies with chi ldren . 1 96 And welfare reform proposals in­
creasingly resort to private measures such as work requirements, col l ec­
tion of chi ld support, and i nsurance models to solve the problem of 
poverty . 197 
This privatization of social  concern adds to the in tractabil i ty  of the 
inner city 's p l ight .  Because urban centers are fi l led with black people 
and secluded from white communities, white Americans can simply 
write them off. As Margaret Weir explained, "This geographic separa­
t ion of blacks has important pol i t ical  consequences : i t  transforms the 
problems of l iving i n  cit ies into 'black' problems, making i t  easier for 
politicians to solve urban problems at the expense of poor black resi­
dents ." 1 98 Whites find i t  d ifficult to see the fate of the cities as a shared 
1 92 .  See generally STEPH A I' I E  COOI'TZ, THE WAY W E  N EY E R  W E R E: A:VIERI CAN FAMILIES 
AND THE NOSTALGIA TRAP ( 1 99 2 ) ;  MARTHA A FINE�IAI'. THE N E u T E R ED M OTHER. THE S EXUAL 
FAMILY, AND OTHE R  TWENTI ETH-CEI'TUR Y TRAG EDIES ( 1 99 5 ) .  
1 9 3 .  See J o h n  Demos, Images of t h e  American Family, Then and Now, i n  CHANGING 
I M A G ES OF THE FAM I LY 4 3  ( V i rginia Tufte & Barbara M yerhoff eds . ,  1 97 9 ) .  
1 94 .  FINEMAN, supra n o t e  1 9 2 ,  at 1 6 1 -9 3  (cri t ic izing the  pr ivate nuclear family n o r m  for 
masking the inevitable dependency of ch i ldren ) .  
1 95 .  CooNTZ, supra note 1 92,  a t  I I  5 .  
1 96 .  Constance Sorrent ino,  T h e  Changing Family in International Perspective, M OKTHLY 
LAB. REv , Mar .  1 990, at  4 1 ,  5 1 .  
1 97 .  See Martha M inow, Th e Welfare of Single A-/ot h ers and Their Children, 26 CONN. L .  
R E v .  8 1 7  ( 1 994) (crit icizing welfare work programs) ;  Dorothy E .  Roberts, Irrationality and Sac­
rifice in the Welfare Reform Consensus, 8 1  VA. L R E v .  2607 ( 1 995)  (crit ic iz ing self-insurance 
models of welfare) ; Marsha G arrison, Child S 11ppon and Children 's Poverty, 28  FAM. LQ. 475 
( 1 994) ( book review) (arguing that enhanced enforcement of  chi ld support is i nsufficient to end 
chi ldren 's poverty). 
1 9 8 .  Margaret Weir ,  From Equal Opportunity to  "The New Social Contract," in RACISM, 
THE CITY AND THE STATE ,  supra note ! 3 0 ,  at  9 J, l 0-l. 
• .. , i ,-r. 
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i n terest because improving the  l ives of thousands o f  black u rban poor 
does not seem to be in  their private i n terest . 199 Separat ing  private 
choices from socia l  power thus fac i l itates the vievv of blacks as an  ex­
pendable populat ion .200 
The priority paradigm, then ,  susta i n s  w h a t  D e c :- i ck Bel l  cal ls black 
Americans' " a t  r isk" status, a predi:..::a rnent  crca t.cd by o u r  society's 
w i l l ingness to "sacrifice black rights ,  b!2,ck interests ,  and even black 
l ives to enhance the status, further the profits,  a nd sett le d i fferences 
among whites . " 20 1 According to Bel l ,  a l l  civil r ights ga i ns have been 
an imated by the principle of " interest convergence , ' '  wh ich pos i ts  that  
" [t ]  he interest of b lacks i n  achieving racia l  equa l i ty w i l l  be accommo­
dated only when i t  converges with the i nterests of wh i tes . "202 He points 
out ,  for example, that elementary school desegregation in the 1 9 50s 
and more recent  admission of minor i t ies in  h igher educat ion occurred 
only when these efforts became advantageous for whites and did not  
threaten white supremacy.203 
Conversely, white Americans have been unwi l l ing to pay for subsi ­
d ies and to engage i n  other socia l  reforms perceived to benefit pr imar i ly 
blacks.204 S ix  decades ago, W.E .B .  Du Bois expla ined that  wh i te  work­
ers resisted l abor reform during Reconstruction because ,  "wh i l e  they 
received a low wage, [ they] were compensated in part by a sort of pub­
l ic and psychological wage."2015 More recent ly ,  J i l l  Quadagno described 
how a wh i te backlash dismant led the 1 960s War on Poverty pro­
grams.206 Bel l  concludes that many whi tes in America bel ieve tha t  t hey 
gain from continued socia l  and economic d isparit ies that l eave blacks 
at the bottom: "Even those whi tes who lack wea l th and power are sus-
1 99 .  !d. 
200. Your-;G , supra note 2 3 ,  at 5 3  (observing that U.S. racia l oppression i ncreasingly occurs 
in the form of margina l ization: "A whole category of people i s  expel led from useful part ic ipation 
in  soc ia l  l i fe and thus potent ia l ly  subjected to severe mater ia l  deprivation and even 
exterminat ion. " ) .  
20 1 .  Bell, supra note 27 ,  a t  1 1 7 9  ( 1 9 9 5 ) .  
202. Derrick A .  Bell ,  Jr. ,  Brown v .  Board of Education and 1he fnlerest-Convergence Di­
lemma, 93 H A R V .  L. R Ev.  5 1 8 , 5 2 3  ( 1 980) . 
203 . See id. at 5 24-3 3 ;  Derrick A .  Be l l ,  Jr . ,  Bakke,  ,\Jinorily Admissions, and 1he Usual 
Price of Racial Remedies, 67 CAL.  L.  R E V .  3 ,  1 4- 1 6  ( 1 979) ;  s e e  also Mary L .  Dudziak,  Desegre­
galion as a Cold War Imperalive, 4 1  STAN. L. R E v  6 1 , 62-63 ( 1 9 8 8 )  (confirming Be l l 's h ypothe­
sis by demonstrat ing how desegregation during the Cold War aided the Uni ted States in its com­
pet i tion with the Soviet U nion over the Third World) .  
204. See Robert L. Hci l broner, The Ro01s of Social Neg/eel in  1he Uniled Slates, in  Is  
L A w  D EAD? 288,  296 ( Eugene Y .  Rostow ed . ,  1 97 1  ) . 
205.  W.E.B.  D u  BOi s , BLACK R E cor-;sTRUCTI ON 700 ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  
206. See QUADAGNO,  supra note 6 7 .  
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tained i n  thei r sense of rac ia l  superiority by pol icy decisions that sacri­
fice black r ights .  "207 
L ike the way privi leg ing pr iva te choices over equal ity ignores how 
power shapes and for t ifies these choices, pr iv i l eg ing pr iva t e  measures 
over col lective ones ignores  how power cons t ra i ns ideas a bout  mem ber­
s h i D  in the cornmuni t v .  Senaratino n rivac \,�' fro m  cn u a l i t v  d i s regards t h e  1 .,1 l_ .r:- J. o/ '-
role that  the  unequal soc ia l  structure plays i n  the format ion of  c i t i zens '  
priva te  i n terests and their v is ion of the  collect ive . 
V I .  CHANGING THE PA RAD!G ,vi 
A .  Abandoning the Pursuit of White Metamorphosis 
Because the priority paradigm has required racial j ustice efforts to 
accommodate white preferences, civi l  r ights advocates have tradit ion­
a l ly d irected much of their attention to changing white people's atti­
tudes about b lacks .208 Disenchanted black inte l lectuals and activists in­
creasingly are abandoning the pursuit of white metamorphos i s .209 
This strategic reassessment is  reinforced by contemporary eco­
nomic condit ions .  The technological  transformation of America's busi­
nesses and massive exportation of manufactur ing jobs overseas have 
plunged America i nto economic cris is . 2 1 0  The disappearance of jobs, 
l eading to i ncreasing d isparit ies i n  income and weal th ,  threatens the 
l iveli hood of b lack and white workers a l ike . 2 1 1  I ntegrationist remedies 
are s imply i ncapable of p roviding the economic resources necessary to 
improve the material conditions of the poorest blacks. As Regina Aus­
tin astutely notes, " [a ] ffirmative action does l i tt le good if there are no 
jobs to a llocate ."2 1 2  B lack Americans'  s ituation in  both constitutional 
theoriz ing and economic real i ty counsels against placing our hopes in  
white America's change of heart. 
Despite its i ntegrationist approach, Massey and Denton's own 
207 . Derrick Bel l ,  After We 're Gone: Prudent Specularions o n  rl merica in  a Posr-Racial 
Epoch, 34 ST. LOUIS U.  L.J. 3 9 3 , 402 ( 1 990) .  
208 .  See Pel ler ,  supra note 1 7 , at 767-7 1 .  
209.  For recent  cr i t ical  race scholarshi p  d isplaying a c u l tural -na t ional ist  perspective, see 
Richard Delgado & J ean S te fancic,  Crirical Race Theory. An A nnorart>d Bibliography, 79 VA. L. 
REv 46 1 ,  463 ( 1 99 3 ) .  Of course, national ism i s  not new to black progressive thought .  See gener­
ally Pdkr, supra note 1 7  (describing the tension between national ist and i n tegrationist  ap­
proaches to racial  just ice ) .  
2 1 0 . See SHELDON DANZI G E R  & PET E R  G OTTSCHA LK .  AMER ICA  Ui\EQUAL ( 1 99 5 ) .  
2 1 1 .  See Bel l ,  supra note 27 ,  a t  1 1 86-87 .  
2 1 2 . R e g i n a  Aust i n ,  Com menlary: Concerns of Our Own, 24 R UTGERS LJ.  7 3 1 ,  734 
( 1 99 3 ) .  
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study reveals that  " the  on ly  urban areas where s ignificant desegrega­
tion occurred during the 1 970s were those where the black populat ion 
was so small  that  i n tegration could take place without threaten ing 
whi te preferences for l imi ted contact with blacks ." 2 1 3  Paradoxica l ly ,  
then ,  hous ing mobi l i ty programs that move inner-ci t y  blacks i nto wh ite 
neighborhoods must remain tokenist ic in  order to work: they must l imi t  
their goals t o  "just enough divers ity so  that  white residents do not  feel 
unduly threatened ."2 1 4  No matter how strenuously the Fa i r  Housi ng 
Act i s  enforced , i t  wi l l  not be able to prevent the problem of  resegrega­
tion and "white fligh t . "  
Moreover, the  integrationist approach , w i th  i t s  focus on inclus ion 
i n  white inst i tut ions ,  discounts the value of independent black inst i tu­
t ions ,  ethics ,  and cul ture . 2 1 1'  The priority paradigm leads to an  ass imi la­
t ionist approach to equal i ty, requir ing resembl ance to the dominant 
group in order to be treated equal ly . 2 1 6  Why not operate under the pos­
s ibi l i ty that black people might autonomously create a way of l i fe that 
wi l l  benefit a l l  of  society? 2 1 7  Thus,  adopting community-oriented s trate­
gies need not be an  entirely defens ive move. Forsaking i ntegration i s  
not the despair ing search for a second-best alternative; i t  evokes the 
hope for something better than the dominant structures and values that 
have produced so much m isery and a lienation . 
Recent scholarship on i nner-city economic and pol i t ica l  develop­
ment provides an example of this redirect ion.  In response to the roman­
tic integrationist remedy for res idential  segregation, John Ca lmore pro­
poses that we "focus on the community with in ,  not as  a s i te  of the 
2 1 3 .  M ASSEY & D ENTON, supra note 83,  at  1 1 ; cf Lin mark Assoc. ,  I nc .  v .  Townsh ip  of 
Wi l l ingboro, 43 1 U.S.  8 5  ( 1 9 7 7 )  (str ik ing down ord inance prohibit ing post ing of real  estate " For 
Sale" a n d  "So ld" s igns i n  a ttempt to stem "whi te flight" from a n  i ntegrated ne ighborhood ) .  
2 1 4 . Johnson, supra note 8 9 ,  at 8 1  I ;  see also Robert W .  Lake,  Unresolved Themes in rhe 
Evolurion of Fair Housing, in HOUSI'<G DESEGREGATIO'< AND FEDERAL PoLICY 3 I 3.  3 23 (John 
M. G oering ed. ,  1 98 6 )  ("Pa radoxica l ly ,  t h e  very req uirements for successful stable i ntegration 
d i rectly obviate such access for more than an extremely l i mi ted num ber  of  black households .") .  
2 1 5 . See John 0.  Calmore, Critical Race Theory, Archie Shepp, and Fire Afusic: Securing 
an A u rhenric lrztellecrual Lzfe in a ivfulticultural World, 65 S .  CAL. L R Ev .  2 1 29 ( 1 9 9 2 ) ;  Pe l ler , 
supra note I 7 ,  at 7 8 0 ;  Gerald Torres, Local Knowledge, Local Color: Crilical Legal Srudies and 
rhe Law of Race Relarions, 25 SAN DIEGO L R Ev.  1 04 3  ( 1 98 8 ) .  
2 1 6 . See Gotanda , supra note 1 7 , a t  6 0  (" However u topi a n  i t  a ppea rs, t h e  color-bl ind as­
s imi lat ionist  progra m impl ies the h egemony of  white culture . " ) ;  M ac K i n non ,  supra note 26, at 
1 28 8 .  
2 1 7 . See Aust i n ,  supra note 6 0 ,  at 1 04 3  ("Black folks c a n  compete l ike a n yone else a n d  
should operate under the i n Aucnce of t h e  conceit that the ir  vision o f  the good l i fe for t hemse lves is 
broad enough to encompass a good l i fe for others ." ) .  
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culture of segrega t ion ,  but  as the i nsurgent culture of resistance . "2 1 8  
Calmore finds  hope  i n  community-based organizations such as the 
Mult i -Cultural  Col laborative ("MCC") that arose from the ashes of 
the 1 992 Los i"'.ngeles upri s ing . 2 1 9  MCC is  a multicultural and mul­
tiethn ic umbrella grou p of organ izat ions working t o  reduce conflict 
• • - 1 
f " 1 "  • 1 1 L • • • among corn m u m u es ol c o , o r ,  act nate netgn oornoo(J econor;:ic develop-
ment, and improve access to the media .220 
Regina Austin advocates that blacks focus their efforts on develop­
ing the black publ ic sphere, which she describes as "a  space in  which 
blacks generate and consol i date wealth through the production of goods 
and services and the creation of markets and audiences that  fu l iy ut i l ­
ize their labor power and creat iv i ty ."221 Rather than attempt ing to 
change whites' perception of their self- interest, fostering the b lack pub­
l ic sphere enables blacks to pursue collectively their own self- in terest .  
Al though blacks must resist white supremacy at  every turn, b lacks should 
also recognize the i nadequacy of the concessions white supremacy is  l i kely to 
accord them and proceed on the assumption that they must generate and sustain 
a black public sphere, that i s ,  a space in  which they can pursue the good l ife both 
in spite of w h i te people and w it hout regard to them.222 
Unl ike const itut ional theorizing that peti t ions concessions from high 
places , cult ivating the black publ ic sphere posits an  active role for ordi ­
nary people in the struggle for racial  j ustice and equal ity .223 
Al though Austin notes that redirect ing our attention to "the de­
tai l s  of economic l i fe at  the micro-organizat ional level . . .  may not 
generate sweeping constitut ional reforms or h igh-profile el it ist advo­
cacy, "  her focus dramatica l l y  chal lenges the priority paradigm. 224 In­
deed, i t  defies the Constitution's protection of white pr ivate preferences 
to a greater degree than does the i ntegrationist approach to racial 
equal i ty .  Austin recogn izes that promoting the black public sphere wi l l  
requ i re d isputing, i f  not  breaking,  economic laws . 225 These a re precisely 
2 1 8 . C:tlmore. Racialized Space, S!lpra note 8 9 ,  at 1 2 54.  
2 1 9 . Id. a t  1 2 56-5 7 .  
220.  !d. 
2 2 1 .  A u s t i n ,  supra note 60, a t  1 043 ;  see also Regina Aust in ,  "An Hones/ Living " ': S1ree1 
Vendors, Municipal Reguia1ion. and 1he Black Public Sphere, 1 03 YALE LJ. 2 1 ! 9 , 2 1 20 ( 1 99 4 ) .  
2 2 2 .  Austin,  supra note 60, a t  1 042-4 3 .  
2 2 3 .  See Aust in ,  supra note 2 1 2 . 
2 2 4 .  !d. Jt 7 3 5 .  
2 2 5 .  rd. ; see also Regina Aust in ,  " 'The Black Communily, · · lis La�>•breakers, and a Polil ics 
of Jdennjiccaion, 65 S. C.� L  L REv .  1 7 69, 1 799-8 1 4  ( 1 99 2 ) ;  Aust in ,  mpra note 2 2 ! ,  at 2 1 1 9 . 
• 1 
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the  sort of laws that  have guarded whi te  people's property interests be­
hind the shield of l iberty . As Aust in  elaborates: 
For cxampie, residential  squatt ing, s idewa lk vending, and clandest ine  "off 
the books" service businesses ! i ke hairdress ing ,  chi ld  care, and cab driving ch�!l­
lenge our conceptions of pr i c·:_Hc: property,  legit imate business pract ices .  and 
bbcks' lack of entrepre neuria l  zeal and abi l i ty .  Even the i l l ic i t  sa m p l i n g or bor­
rowing of  musical passages and ph .-ases in  rap music [flouts] the copyrig h t  laws.  
There must be a full-scale assau l t  on the economic regula tions a nd business prac­
t ices that preven t  biacks from developing  their own real concerns .228 
There is no reason to bel ieve that white resistance to this econom1c 
assault , buttressed by the priority paradigm, wil l be any less ferocious 
than the opposit ion to fai r  housing, school desegregation,  or  affirmative 
action. Thus, the shift in  strategies for racial just ice, from an i ntegra­
tionist to  self-determin ing perspective, will not overcome the priority 
paradigm. Rather, i t  wil l  l ikely provide the grounds for renewed a l le­
g iance to the priority paradigm's defense of i ndividual l i berty .  We need 
a new legal paradigm that reconfigures the relationship between l iberty 
and equality. 
B. Reconciling Liberty and Equality 
Displacing the priority paradigm does not involve str ik ing a new 
balance between the competing values of l iberty and equa l i ty .  Our goal 
should not be to seek a new racial  equi l ibr ium by permitt ing white 
Americans a l i t t le less l iberty so that black Americans may enj oy a 
l itt le more equa l ity - for example, constructing a doctr ine that encour­
ages poor blacks to move out of the inner city whi le  a l lowing white 
homeowners some l iberty to preserve the character of  their 
neighborhoods . 
Nor does the task involve choos ing now to prefer equal i ty instead 
of l iberty. I do not propose abandoning l iberty for the sake of equality, 
a lthough i t  wil l  seem so to priority paradigm adherents . It  would be a 
mistake to renounce the i mportan t  values of autonomy and self-deter­
mination, associated with l iberty, in the process of promoting 
equal i ty .227 
These aiternat ives are u nworkable because l iberty and equa l i ty  are 
226.  Austin,  supra note 2 1 2 , a t  7 3 5 .  
2 2 7 .  Cf Roberts, supra note 24,  a t  1 470-7 1 ,  1 47 6- 8 1  (discussing t h e  benefits of privacy for 
women of color and proposing a new privacy j u risprudence) ;  Nedelsky, supra note i s,; ( p roposing 
a feminist  conception of autonom y ) .  
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not two d iscrete va lues that can be picked or balanced, " l ike Smi th 's  
desire to have a twelve-foot fence against Jones '  desire to have more 
sunl ight in his l iving room. "228 \Vhat  needs to be fixed is the priority 
paradigm's concept ion of the reiationship between l iberty and equality, 
and therefore its vis ion of the l irni t s  of black l iberation . 229 Despit e  
America's see m ingly  in t racta ble  racial  conf1 ic t ,  we shou ld pursue a v i ­
sion of  just ice tha t  inc i udes the  protection of 2c l l  citizens' i nterest i n  
both l iberty and  equa l i ty .  
A crit ical  aspect of th is  vis ton I S  an u nderstanding of l i berty and 
equal ity that accounts for group oppression .230 Once we understand l ib­
erty as requir ing the eradication of oppressive s tructures rather than 
opposing these changes, i t  makes no sense to prior it ize l iberty over 
equal i ty .  In an earl ier art ic le chal lenging the consti tutional ity of prose­
cutions of black women who used crack during pregnancy, I started to 
outl ine an  affirmative view of liberty that recogn izes the relationship 
between l iberty and racial equal i ty .  
T h e  government's duty t o  gua rantee personhood a n d  autonomy stems n o t  only 
from the needs of the individual ,  but a lso from the needs of the entire commu­
nity.  The harm caused by the prosecution of crack-addicted mothers is  not sim­
ply the incursion on each individual crack addict's decisionmaking; i t  is  the per­
petuation of a degraded i mage that affects the status of an entire race. The 
devalua tion o f  a poor Black addict's decision to bear a chi ld is tied to the domi­
nant society's disregard for the motherhood of a l l  B l ack women. The diminished 
value placed on B lack motherhood, in turn,  is a badge of racial inferiority worn 
by all Black people. The affirmative view of privacy recognizes the connection 
between the dehumanization of the individual and the subordination of the 
group .  
Thus, the reason t h a t  legislatures should reject laws t h a t  punish Black 
women's reproductive choices is  not an absolute and isol ated notion of i ndividual  
autonomy. Rather, l egislatures should reject these laws as a critical step towards 
eradicating a racial hierarchy that has historical ly demeaned Black motherhood. 
Respecting B l ack women's decision to bear chi ldren is a necessary ingredient of a 
community that affirms the personhood of a l l  of i ts members. The right to repro­
ductive autonomy is  in  this way l inked to the goal of racial equality and the 
broader pursuit o f  a just society.  This broader di mension of privacy's guarantees 
provides a stronger claim to government's affirmative responsi bil it ies!31 
228.  Delgado & Stefancic, supra note 23, at 857 ( making the point  a bout bala nci ng  speech 
against equal-protection values ) .  Delgado and Stcfancic s imi lar ly argue that the "precarious i nter­
dependence" of speech and equal-protection values makes it d ifticult  to balance the i nterests of  the 
two s ides i n  the h a te speech cont roversy. !d. a t  8 5 6 .  
229 .  As l wrote  th is  sentence it occurred to me how t h e  word " l iberation" connotes both 
l i berty and equal i ty .  
2 3 0. See generally Yoc:-:c,  supra note 2 3 .  
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This approach would va l idate government programs that appear 
u nder the priority paradigm to be unj ust ified restrict ions on l iberty, 
such as  government l imi tat ions on the marketing of genetic materia l  or 
strong affirmative action programs that interfere w ith whites '  settled 
expectations . I t  would a lso require government programs that appear to 
be  unwarranted expansions of  l iberty , such as publ ic  support of poor 
women's reproductive decis ions .  By refut ing the conflict between l iberty 
and equal i ty ,  this approach opens up, as wel l ,  the poss ib i l i ty  of mult ira­
c ia l  coal i t ions engaged in struggles for broad inst itutional change. 232 
I n  short, the racial  crit ique of the priori ty paradigm does not re­
quire abandoning l iberty for the sake of equal i ty .  Rather,  i t  ca l l s  for a 
reconstruction of our notions of both l iberty and equal ity . 233 
232 .  See generally Frances L .  Ansley, Stirring the Ashes: Race, Class and the  Future of 
Civil Rights Scholarship, 74 CORNELL L. REv.  993 ( 1 989)  (proposing that civi l  r ights scholars 
develop theories and strategies that  account for both race and class ) .  
2 3 3 .  Angela H a rris makes a s imilar  poi nt about critical race scholars' resolution of t h e  
tension between modernism and postmodernism. Rather t h a n  choose between t h e  t w o ,  Harris  pro­
poses we transform pol it ical  modernism through a commitment to  postmodernist  crit ique,  develop­
ing "a jurisprudence of reconstruction - the attempt to reconstruct pol i tical modernism i tself i n  
l i g h t  of t h e  difference 'race' makes."  H arris,  mpra n o t e  56 ,  at  7 6 0 .  
